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and tested in this thesis.

The expected value of utility

evaluated under alternative outcomes is directly
maximized in a nonlinear programming model.

Two features

of the model distinguished it from traditional
programming models.
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First, alternative attitudes towards

the assumption of risk are implicitly specified by the
choice of the utility

function.

Second, the empirical

distribution of the uncertain parameters directly enter
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thus avoiding assumptions regarding the

parameters distributional form.
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solutions dependent upon the decision maker's risk
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model is next tested in an applied setting.

The

Optimal

wheat marketing strategies are determined under various
price outcomes and utility functional forms.

Solutions

are found to be (with minor exceptions) invariant for the

four wheat producers included in the study under
different specifications of the utility functions.

However, solutions did change when risk aversion
attitudes were increased beyond those found among the
interviewed producers.

The model may thus be important

in those instances where uncertainty is present, utility

functions are known, and empirical distributions of the
uncertain parameters are available.

The article format was chosen for this thesis.

The

thesis is divided into three autonomous chapters.
Chapter 1 presents a general overview of decision making
under uncertainty and explore the problems of traditional
programming approaches.

Chapter 2 develops the expected

utility maximization model and tests its performance in
an experimental setting.

Chapter 3 presents the results

of the model's application to the determination of an
optimal postharvest marketing strategy for soft white
wheat.
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RISK MODELING USING DIRECT SOLUTION
OF EXPECTED UTILITY MAXIMIZATION PROBLEMS
INTRODUCTION
The desire to deal with uncertainty in the parameters

of decision-making problems has led to a number of
stochastic programming models. Parameter uncertainty
lends an element of risk to the decision maker's actions:

any outcome occurs with a probability, but certainty of
any particular outcome is impossible. Therefore, decision
processes in the face of parameter uncertainty attempt to

reflect the decision maker's perceptions of the probable
outcomes and their probabilities, along with the decision
maker's attitude towards assuming risk.

A variety of approaches have been developed by

economists and management scientists to describe,

predict, or prescribe economic behavior under
uncertainty.

In applied analyses one of the most

commonly used paradigms involves the use of risk
programming models.

However,

as will be discussed

shortly, traditional risk programming approaches suffer

from behavioral assumptions regarding the decisions
maker's attitudes towards assuming risk and/or from
constraining assumptions regarding the distribution of
the uncertain parameters.

The three essays in this thesis will address the
issue of modeling decision making under uncertainty.

The
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first essay briefly discusses current programming
approaches, their limitations, and the rationale for
their continued use.

In the second essay,

an risk

programming formulation is developed that avoids many of

the criticisms made of the traditional approaches.

In

addition, the new models robustness to not traditional

assumptions is demonstrated utilizing experimental
trials.

The objectives of the third essay is to apply the

model developed in essay number two. The empirical
setting chosen involves a marketing decision problem.

This problem is treated in a discrete stochastic
sequential framework.

The problem addressed is the

postharvest marketing of Pacific Northwest soft white
wheat.

Several components of the wheat market problem

led to its choice for the empirical portion of the
thesis.

First,

uncertainty.

the problem is characterized by

Current prices are known, but future price

levels are unknowable.
over time.

Second, decisions must be made

As long as there is still wheat to sell, the

decision maker must re-evaluate his strategy over time as

price uncertainty over each succeeding period is
resolved.

Lastly, actual wheat marketing strategies

appear to be diversified, with several postharvest sales

being common for many producers.

This behavior may

indicate a response to perceived risk in the marketing

problem and could indicate that a utility dependent

3

solution may be of more relevance than a traditional
profit maximizing solution.

To summarize, the objectives of the three essays in

this thesis are:

(1)

to discuss the limitations of

traditional risk programming models; (2) to develop a
risk model that allows many of the traditional modelts
restrictions to be relaxed;

(3) to demonstrate the model

in both experimental and empirical settings; and (4) to

model the wheat marketing problem in a sequential
programming framework.

4

Chapter 1

Expected Utility Theory and
Current Programming Approaches

5

Expected Utility Theory and
Current Programming Approaches

Methodological approaches to stochastic decision
problems range from those in which conservative estimates

are assumed for the stochastic elements (e.g.,
pessimistic price) with the resultant
deterministic fashion,

a

model solved in a

through methods which explicitly

include probability density functions for the uncertain

parameters. A class of the latter models has arisen
within the mathematical programming literature. One of
the more common progranuning techniques for incorporating

stochastic parameters is the expected value-variance (E-

V) model tFreund, 1956; Tobin, 1958; Markowitz, 19593.

This model is commonly implemented through either
quadratic programming (Freund]

or through linear

approximations of the quadratic problem tMccarl and Tice,

1982).

However,

these models have been

subjected to considerable criticism based upon their
expected utility foundation rsee, for example, Tsiang,

1972, 1974, or Robison, 1982].

Such mathematical

programming models continue to be

used and the

controversy continues. This situation is potentially a
problem to those who model parameter uncertainty and feel

that a mathematical programming model is conceptually

appropriate. The purpose of this thesis will be to
explore alternative formulations of the risk programming
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model that avoid the behavioral assumptions underlying
the more traditional approaches.

The predominant axiomatic construct upon which
analysis of decision making under uncertainty rests is
the expected utility hypothesis (EUB). The writings of
Cramer and of Bernoulli in the early 18th century first
proposed that a nonlinear valuation of uncertain monetary

outcomes might best describe human behavior in the face

of uncertainty. A proof of the EUH as an axiomatically
dependent model of behavior did not appear until John von

Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern's (NM) seminal work in the
1940's (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947]. The NM proof

is dependent upon a set of axioms posited to describe a

rational process by which individual preferences for
risky outcomes are established. Specifically, acceptance

of the NM axioms implies that numerical expectations of
utility values exist by which preference orderings can be
determined that will be consistent with a person's actual-

preferences [Shoemaker, 1982]. That is,

the highest

expected utility value will correspond to the preferred

uncertain prospect or lottery,

and those lotteries

preferred to others will have higher expected utility
values than those less preferred. As Shoemaker points
out, the expected utility function, in the NM sense, will

represent the individual's actual preferences as opposed

to the use of the utility

function

context to determine preferences.

in the neoclassical
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The expected utility hypothesis as a paradigm for

decision making behavior has natural applications to
agricultural settings. Decisions are made concerning

farming strategies in advance of the time when the
consequences can be known. Various farming activities
(Xi) are available to the producer.

of nature may result,

Any number of states

corresponding to, for example,

wet spring, dry spring, low prices, high prices, etc.

The producer may be able to assign subjective
probabilities to the occurrence of the alternative states

of nature, Pr(0).

The consequences of each action Xj

likely to result under each state of nature can be
identified as

and preference values for each

be assigned by the utility function, U(Z).

can

The

mathematical expectation of the utility functions for
each decision i under all states of nature j might be

maximized with respect to the actions X,.' where these
actions belong to some feasible set X, given an expected
distribution of the stochastic parameters of the problem

and to an intrinsic value system consistent with the

individual's preferences when faced with a risky
situation (i.e., his utility function):
Max

EU(Z) = 1U(Z) f(Z) dZ

where Z refers to the stochastic consequences of the
decisions X evaluated over all possible events.
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No restrictions on the functional form of U(Z) are
implied in the above formulation, though quasiconcavity

of the expected utility function is necessary for a
global optimum to exist, as well as to ensure conformity
with the nonsatiation axiom of utility theory.

Consider

the simplest case where the consequences are a linear
function of net returns and activity levels,

=

where Cj is the net return to activity X under state of
nature j.

If the utility function is linear as well, so

that
N

U(Z) = U(C1X)

CX

j=l

it is easy to see that the optimal feasible decisions X
will be chosen based merely on the expected values of the
uncertain parameters.

This results from:

EU(Z) = fU(CX)f(C)dC
= J1

(CX)f(C)dC

= x 1C f(C)dc
= X E(C)

and max EU(Z) = X(max E(C)).

The activity X

associated

with the returns yielding the highest expected values
(E(C1)) will thus, if E(C) is greater than. all other
E(Ck) for k is not equal to i, be the optimal solution.
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This result at least partially motivated Markowitz's

initial inquiries into nonlinear formulations of the
utility function [Markowitz,

1959]. Primarily concerned

with portfolio theory, Markowitz rejected the linear
utility function as a model for investment behavior due
to its inability to capture the diversification evident

in most portfolios. In a portfolio setting, a linear
utility function would predict that only one asset would
be held if there were only one constraint. If r1 were the

expected yield of asset i in the portfolio and

were

the proportion of the portfolio composed of asset i, a

linear formulation of the investment problem could be
modeled in the following linear programming framework:

z1 rx1

max

subject to
x1
x1

1

0 for all i

The solution would obviously be, in the absence of

alternative optimal solutions,

for the asset x

to

comprise 100 percent of the portfolio, where the
nonnegative r

is greater than all other possible returns

r.
Actual portfolios were obviously more diverse than
those predicted by this simple model, leading Markowitz

to consider the riskiness of the returns, as well as
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their expected values, as important factors in portfolio
composition. Adopting a definition that equated riskiness

with the variance of expected returns, Markowitz (1959)

and Tobin (1958) developed the EV model of decision
analysis. In one of its variations, the EV model solves
for the portfolio that achieves a desired set of returns,
parameterized as

R, with the minimum amount of variance

(risk):

mm

x' S x

subject to
x1

1

Ej r1x1 = R

for all i

where S is the variance-covariance matrix of net returns
under the alternative states of nature.

Allowing the desired rate of return R to vary
describes a locus of points that is said to be efficient

in EV space. Figure I-1 illustrates this familiar
relationship, where EE' is the efficient set.1/

The optimal choice of a portfolio would depend upon

the investor's expected utility function for risky
outcomes. A concave from below utility function, in which

expected utility is a function of expected returns and

variance of returns, would yield indifference curves
represented here as I, I, and 12. The point of tangency

11

Expected

Returns

Variance of Returns

Figure I-i.

Generalized Representation of the Expected
Returns - Variance (EV) Efficient Frontier.
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between EE' and the indifference curve (e.g., at S) would

represent this individual's optimal solution. Here,

the

marginal rate of substitution between expected returns

and variance along I

is equal to the marginal rate of

transformation between expected value and variance along
the efficient locus EE'. The points of tangency will, of

course, vary among individuals based on their acceptable
tradeoffs between higher returns and higher variance.

An explosion of EV analysis applications, as well as

its numerous variants, appeared in the literature
following the work of Markowitz and Tobin.

[See the

reviews in Robison and Fleischer, 1984; Anderson, Dillon,

However,the approach has serious

and Hardaker, 1977.]

limitations [Borch, 1969; Pope, 1982; Yassour, Zilberman,

and Rausser, 1981].

The most enduring criticisms of EV

analysis have dealt with the approach's implicit
assumptions concerning the decision maker's expected

utility function and the density functions of the
stochastic parameters. Specifically, EV analysis requires

that the decision maker becomes more averse to risk as

his wealth levelincreases or that risk attitudes be

invariant with different wealth levels with the
stochastic elements normally distributed. Authors have

mentioned that neither increasing or constant risk
aversion as wealth increases appear to conform with
intuitive feelings or observed behavior in the presence
of risk [Arrow, 1971].
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Tsiang (1972, 1974) provided one of the best defenses

of EV analysis. While granting that the polynomial

functional form implicit in EV analysis could not
simultaneously satisfy all of the desirable risk attitude

properties outlined by Arrow,2' Tsiang remarked that any
polynomial function could be expressed as a Taylor series
expansion about the mean so that, for w = wth:
+ U3(w)

U(w) = U(w+h) = U(w) = U1(w)h + 132(w)

+ ... + U'(W +

eh)

0 < e < 1.

,

Expected utility thus becomes

m(w)
EU(w) = U(w) +

(w)

2!

m(w)

in(w)
+ U3(w)

+ U4(w)

4!

+

...

E(U(W + eli)] hi

where U- represents the ith derivative of U evaluated at

wealth w, wis expected wealth, mj is the jth moment of

the probability density function of wealth, h is an
increment to wealth w, and
number between 0 and 1.

e

is an arbitrarily small
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The original function U(w) thus becomes a polynomial

of order n with known values for all but the last term.

As Anderson, Dillon and Hardaker point out (1977), the
term &()/k! will usually decline at a rate much faster
than the rate of increase of mk(w).

Thus, terms beyond

the second or third in the expansion will be
inconsequentially small,

and any expected utility

function can be approximated by the Taylor series

Tsiang continues by stating that the

expansion.

unimportance of the higher order terms is further
enforced when the degree of risk is small (i.e., ten
percent or less) relative to the decision maker's total

wealth level.

Therefore, in most instance, the higher

order moments of a nonnormal distribution of returns
having very little influence on the value of the expected

utility. To summarize Tsiang's defense for the continued
use of EV analysis, most utility

functional

forms can be

approximated as a polynomial by the Taylor series
expansion. Further, if risk is small relative to total
wealth, the higher order moments of the distribution of
returns will add little to the expected utility value, so

that EV analysis can be an accurate approximation of the
actual decision making process.

Questions still remain, however.

What if the degree

of risk associated with a decision is not small relative

to wealth?

To what extent would an EV solution be in

error if the decision maker actually exhibited decreasing

15

absolute risk aversion?

What effect would imposing

normality on decidely non-normal parameter distributions

have on an optimal solution?

It would seem desirable

that a model be developed that would allow these
departures from the traditional risk programming
approaches.

The second essay in this collection

addresses this task. A model will be developed in this
essay that permits flexibility in the utility function so

that functional forms exhibiting increasing, constant,
and/or decreasing risk aversion can be solved directly.

Further, the empirical distributions of the stochastic

parameters can enter directly into the model,

thus

avoiding estimation of an unknowable parent distribution.

Both of these features allow the more common criticisms
of traditional approaches to be avoided.

16

NDNOTES

EE' is drawn through the origin here, implying the
perhaps unrealistic assumption that all assets are
risky.

2/

Namely,
(w))/dw

that U1(w)> 0,
.

0,

t32(w)

<

0,

and d(-wU2(w)/U1(w))/dw

0,

superscripts denote order of differentiation.

where

17
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Chapter 2

A Mathematical Programming
Formulation Which Maximizes Expected Utility
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A Formulation Whi

4aximizes

Expectec3L Utility

The objective of this essay is to develop a risk
programming model in which expected utility is maximized

directly over a set of discrete stochastic events.

The

model developed is expected to be of value in cases where
the decision maker's utility function is known and use of

the empirical distribution

of random parameters is

preferred to the statistical estimation of an assumed
distributional form.

A number of experimental trials are conducted using

the model to (1) show that the model solutions conform
with previously derived analytical results and (2) begin
to provide preliminary information on the consequences of
relaxing the constraining assumptions of EV analysis.
Pevelopment

the I'lodel

By definition the expected utility of wealth arising
from a decision (X) involving N possible states of nature
will equal the mathematical expectation of the utility of

wealth evaluated at each of the N possible states of
nature.

Assuming that all increments in wealth are

caused by the decisions modeled, then wealth arising from

a decision X would equal initial wealth (W0) plus net
income due to X.

Further assuming that net income is a

simple linear function of X and the vector of net income

21

contributions, Ck, under the kth state of nature, then
CkX is the income under the kth event,
kth

wealth

under the

state of nature canthus be written:
Wk(CX) = W0 + CMX.

Using this relationship, the expected utility from a
decision X over all N possible discrete parameter events
would be:
N

EU(W(CX)) =

E

k=l

where

is

k

U(W0 + CkX).

the probability of the

ktkl

state of nature

occurring and U(W0 + CkX) is the utility obtained from
the wealth level achieved under state k with decision X.

Now suppose we wish to find that decision X

which

maximizes expected utility over all feasible decisions.

This could be accomplished by solving the following
programming problem.

Formulation
N

Max

Z

X

k=].

k

AXb

XO.

U(W0 + CkX)

22

Several comments can be made regarding this formulation:

The formulation is nothing more than a
maximization of expected utility subject to
constraints defining a convex feasible set.

The objective function

is usually nonlinear.

The

nonlinearity depends

on the

nonlinearity of the utility function.

A linear

degree of

utility function would lead to a linear problem.

A quadratic utility function would lead to a

quadratic problem.

An exponential utility

function would lead to an objective function
which is the weighted sum of the exponential
functions.

The maximization of this formulation leads to a

global maximization as long as the objective
function is quasi-concave [Intriligator, 1971;

Arrow and Enthoven,1961j. This condition will
always be achieved if the utility function is
concave (i.e., the decision maker is risk averse

throughout the domain of the utility function).

This condition also permits utility functions
which contain risk preference portions provided
that their weighted sum is quasi-concave.
4.

The probabilities may be specified to range from

the simple 1/N, (which arises when one is using

23

sample data where there

is

no reason to

probablistically weight each observation
differently - (i.e., each event is regarded as
resulting from a random draw from an underlying

distribution),

to more complex weightings

resulting from the derivation of subjective
probabilities.

This particular formulation is

an extremely

straightforward application of the expected utility
hypothesis.

However, three questions come to mind:

How is the problem solved?

(2)

(1)

How free is the

formulation of assumptions regarding the utility
function?

(3) How free is the formulatiOn of assumptions

regarding the density function of the underlying data?
Before addressing these questions we will present a brief
example.

xampl

The formulation can be illustrated as follows.
us formulate a simple farm plan.

Let

The objective will be

to maximize expected utility from the returns derived

from planting a 100 acre of parcel of land to some

combination of two crops, wheat or corn.

The

distribution of gross margins per acre (i.e., the vectors

Ck in this example) across five equally likely events is
presented in Table 11-1.
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Table 11-1.

Sample Data for Farm Plan Example.

Gross Margins Per Acre
Year

Crop

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

Wheat-X1

150

250

235

210

95

Corn-X2

150

182

190

162

175

Suppose that the decision maker's utility function
has been found to be adequately depicted by the negativeexponential functional form:
U(Wk(CX)) = exp(-.008 Wk(CS))

Assuming that each observed gross margin was equally
likely so that

= 0.2 for all k, the problem can be set

up as follows:

max = 0.20(exp(-.008(W0 + 150 X1 + 150 X2)))
x

+ 0.20 (exp(-.008(W0 + 240 X1 + 182 X2)))
+ 0.20 (exp(-.008(W0 + 235 X1 + 190 X2)))
+ 0.20 (exp(-.008(W0 + 210 X1 + 162 X2)))

+ 0.20 exp(-008(W0 +

95 X1 + 175 X2)))
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subject to

100

xl + x2

0.

x1, x2

Itod1 Solution
The formulation is inherently a nonlinear programming

problem (thus, we call it the

iaximizing Nonlinear

rogram -- DEMP for short).

Nonlinear programs, historically,
solve.

xpected Utility

irect

have

been difficult to

Fortunately, there are two algorithmic approaches

which can be used to solve this problem:

one based on

separable programming, and the other based on nonlinear
programming.

The separable programming formulation will

be discussed first although it is potentially the least
useful.

The DEMP formulation can be re-expressed as:

formulation
N
Max

E

PkU(Wk)

k=1

AXb
CkX - Wk = -W0

X0

k=1, 2,

..., N

WkO.

In this form the program is separable [as defined in
Miller, 1963 or }Iadley, 1964] as the objective function
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is the sum of functions of a single variable.

Thus, a

grid of points may be used to approximate the utility

function for wealth under each state of nature and a
separate program may

be formed [similar to that in Duloy

and Norton, 1975].

This is done by forming a grid approximating total
wealth under each state of nature.

Assume that one has a

range of possible total wealth values for each state of
nature and that N points have been selected for this grid

(where Wik is the lower range of the grid, WMk is the
upper range, and WLk are increasing as L increases for
all points,

3.

through N).

The utility function may then

be evaluated at each of these grid points to yield tJ(WLk)
and the resultant separable .program is

Max

E(U(W))

=

N

N

I

I

k=l L=l

k U(WLk)

kL

subject to

ajX

for all i

N

S

I

j=l

CkjXj -

XkL =

for all k

12=1

N

for alik

L1
Xk,

XkL

for all

j, k,

and 12.
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The XkL's thus become the decision variables. If

kL

is not equal to zero, then either Xk,L+l will also not

equal zero (unless by chance AkL equals one), and all
other values of x under state of nature k will be zero.
The level of wealth under state k will thus be determined
by the activity levels A.
Further, if it were assumed that the utility function

were concave,

one could then drop the adjacency

restrictions of separable programming and solve the
problem with a linear programming algorithm [as explained
in Hadley, p. 124].

The separable programming formulation adds one row
for each observation (k) on the uncertain parameters and

a column for each separable grid point for each
observation (L).

This may lead to large problems

(although one should note that 20 observations with 10

grid points for each would add 200 columns and 20 rows

which would not appear t

be extremely burdensome).

Fortunately a second alternative is available.

There has been considerable

attention

devoted

recently to the solution of large scale sparse nonlinear

programs [as reviewed in Waren and Lasdon, 1979, or
Lasdon and Waren, 1980].

MINOS [Murtaugh and Saunders,

19781 is one algorithm which allows solution of large
problems (1000's of variables and constraints) possessing

nonlinear objective functions,

later versions allowing

nonlinearity in the constraints as well.

Thus,
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formulation A can be solved directly without needing to

frame the problem as a separable programming problem.
Other solution algorithms exist,

as described in Lasdon

(1982) and in Bazaraa and Shetty (1979).

However, the

ease of working with MINOS and the desire to test its

performance resulted in its use in the present study.

The only requirements for the use of MINOS above the
quasi-concavity, convex set requirements are that:

(a)

explicit gradients be available for use with the
algorithm and (b) the functions be smooth.
?ssumptions. Jegardin

the Utility function

Traditional mathematical programming formulations are

frequently criticized because of assumptions regarding
the underlying utility function -- being characterized by

either constant or increasing Pratt risk aversion
coefficients [see the EV debate as represented in Tsiang,

1972, 1974] and/or because the formulations are simple,

involving only one or two parameters [Robison, 1982].

Thus, an essential question regarding the DEMP model
involves its properties in terms of the risk aversion
parameter.

The principal restriction on the DEMP model

is that the utility

function

be quasi-concave.

The implications of this restriction fall into two
cases.

First, for any concave utility function (i.e.,

one which exhibits risk aversion everywhere) the model

will converge.

Thus, any utility function can be used
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regardless of whether

it has increasing,

constant,

decreasing or fluctuating risk aversion as long as it is
everywhere risk averse,

Second, a quasi-concave function

can be used provided that its weighted sum is quasiconcave (wh.ich is not a property of all quasi-concave
functions - Arrow and Enthoven, 1961))"

A quasi-concave

function permits risk aversion and risk preference in its
domain.

Thus the formulation permits a wide range of risk

specifications while still yielding a global optimal
Thus, any of the valid utility formulations in

solution.

Lin and Chang
as we].1

(1978) or in Pratt (1964) could be used,

as quasi-concave functions consistent with

Friedman and Savage (1948).

In addition, starting with a

particular risk aversion function, one could use the
procedure outlined in Pratt wherein the utility function
is recovered from the r(X)

assumptions

egarding .th

function.
Data

Many of the approaches to risk modeling are
equivalent to maximizing expected utility under certain

assumptions pertinent to the data [i.e.,

see Tsiang,

1972, 1974; Yassour, Zilberman, and Rausser, 1981; or
Johnson and Boeblje, 1981, 1982].

The DEMP model does

not adopt any such assumptions as the sample data or
parameter sets are directly entered into the model.

This

naturally does not eliminate the need to assure that the
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sample data provide an adequate representation of the
underlying distribution of the parameters [see Buccola,
1982a; and Pope, 1982, for elaboration].
xpe r imentat ion

I4odel

The above sections develop the DEMP model but leave
open the question of its empirical performance.

We felt

an empirical exercise exploring the model performance was
required.

Therefore, examples were devised which would

demonstrate the capabilities for this model

to

incorporate underlying conditions both similar and
different to those upon which traditional models have

constant risk aversion,

been based (i.e.,
utility, normality).

quadratic

The specific formulation used was a

simple two-variable portfolio type problem.

All risk in

the problems solved was associated with the returns
accruing to the two variables.

The distributions of

these returns were randomly generated to correspond to
bivariate normal,

triangular and uniform distributions.

The utility functions used were quadratic, negative
exponential, power and cubic.
Formally, the model is represented as:
N

max

(E(U(W(X)))

E

k=l

s.t.

k

U(Ck1X1 + Ck2X2 + W0)

xl + x2
x1, x2

1

3].

where E is the expectation operator, N is the size of the
sample space of profits,

k

sample point, Ckj is the k
i, W0

is the probability of the k

per unit return to variable

is initial wealth, and the sum of the decision

variables are less than or equal to one.

The functional forms of the utility function used
were:

Quadratic:

U(W) = W + CW2

Negative-Exponential:
Power:

a + bw + cw2

U(W) = -exp(-dW)

a -epx(-dw)

U(w) = a +

Cubic:2"

U(W) = a + bW + CW2 + dW3

where W = C1X1 + C2X2 + W0.

The coefficients of the functions were chosen to
insure their quasi-concavity over the relevant range of
W.-"

Furthermore,

the expected utility associated with

the cubic utility function (i.e.,

the convex combination

of the cubic utility function evaluated over all N states

of nature) satisfied the conditions stated earlier for a
quasi-concave function.

The particular utility functions used were chosen

because of the different attitudes towards risk each
represented.

A frequent criticism of EV analysis is

directed towards the risk attitude inherent in the
procedure.

Increasing or constant risk aversion with
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respect to wealth are the common theoretical assumptions
[Tsiang, 1972, 1974].

These assumptions are intuitively

unattractive [Arrow, 1971].

The quadratic negative-

exponential, and the power forms exhibit increasing,
constant, and decreasing aversion, respectively, to a
particular risky prospect as wealth levels increase. The

cubic function was chosen to illustrate the ability of
the DEMP model to depict expected utility maximization
problems where the decision maker is risk averse, risk
neutral, and risk preferent, depending upon the level of
wealth (i.e.,

following the propositions of Friedman and

Savage, 1948).

Thus, these choices allow the DEMP model

to be demonstrated under traditional assumptions as well
as under the often cited upreferableft alternatives.

The empirical distributions of returns were also
chosen in accordance with discussion in the literature.

It is well known that if the random parameters of a
problem are normally distributed or if the form of the

utility

function

is quadratic, then maximization of

expected utility can be determined by a linear
combination for the means and variances of the parameters

[Tobin, 1958].

It has also been pointed out [Freund,

1956] that the negative-exponential utility function
yields an optimization problem that is equivalent to the

quadratic when the underlying data are normally
distributed. These two arguments have formed the basis
for EV analysis.

Consequently we include both normally
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and nonnormally distributed data, thus allowing us to

demonstrate the ability of the DEMP model to perform
under the common EV assumptions and violations thereof.

Given the underlying distributions and utility
functions there is still the question of bow to use the
model to demonstrate its robustness in different decision

environments.

Again the

literature points out

potentially interesting directions, based upon the nature

of the criticisms leveled against EV risk programming
models.

The first model demonstrations illustrate model

performance under varying levels of initial wealth.

The

value of the Pratt risk aversion function varies at
different levels of wealth for all utility functions used

here save the negative exponential.

Thus, we examine the

consequences of changes in wealth on the optimum
portfolio composition.

The second set of demonstrations

portray the performance of the model under a particular

utility function when the underlying distributions of

returns vary.

Portfolio composition will thus be

compared when the utility function and the initial wealth

levels are held constant, and just the probability
density functions of the returns change.

The influence

of the moments of the distributions higher than the
second will thus be illustrated.
Data Development

Returns to the two activities of the portfolio
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problem, X1 and X2, were randomly generated using the
IMSL statistical subroutine library.

A multivariate

random number generating subroutine from the IMSL library
(GGNSM) was used to generate one thousand paired deviates

from a bivariate normal distribution.

A certain number
N

of elements of the correlation matrix

(

E

)

elements for

j=l

an n-variate distribution) must be specified in the
subroutine.

Each generated vector was normally

distributive with mean zero and variance one.
Appropriate transformations of the generated vectors
(i.e., Cj

= a

+ b

where a

and b

adjusted the

mean and the variance, respectively, of the deviate Gij
of returns to activity j) were determined iteratively to
yield the distributions whose parameters are reported in
Table 11-2.

No multivariate random number generating programs

were found for the uniform or the triangular
distributions.

It was thus necessary to rely upon

univariate procedures and subsequently adjust the
resulting vectors of deviates to yield a covariance close
to that resulting from the normally distributed returns.

The univariate random number generating IMSL
subroutine GGUBS was used to produce one thousand numbers

uniformly distributed over the range zero to one.

Each

resulting value was decreased by 0.5 and then transformed

in a manner similar to that used for the normally
distributed returns.

Thus, returns to activity j (j1,2)

Parameters of the Three Data Sets.

Table 11-2

Triangular

Uniform

Normal
C1=].24 .59

C2=119. 82

C1=124 .59w'

Var (C1) =1183.50

Var (C2) =25.33

Var (C1) =1183.50

Var(C2)=25.33

Var(C1) =1183.50

Var(C2)=25.33

ç11j=64 .97

srITh=111 '

C=61 .84

C,=ll0 .68

C11=l84 .14

C=128.54

C=224.08

C=l33 .70

Correlation Coefficient=jO .50

Coefficient
Qf. Skewness

Correlation coefficient=±0 .50

Coefficient

Coefficient
Qf Skewness

Jcurtosis

C1

-.033

-.009

C2

-.041

-.090

C1

Critical

Critical

(95%

(95%

Value

level) ±.152

.82

level)

Correlation

Coefficient=±0 .50

Coefficient
L Skewness

Coefficient
Kurtosis

Coefficient
Qf. J(urtosis

.030

-1.195

C1

.626

-.369

.078

-1.194

C2

.549

-.602

Critical
Value

Value
±.304

C1=124.59

±.152

±.304

Mean value of C1 for the positively correlated data set was 124.55.

(95%
level) ±.152

.304
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under state of. nature i (i=1, ..., 1000) was calculated
as

= a

+

b(G - 0.5).

Adjustments were then necessary in the relationship of
the vectors C1 and C2.

Specifically, the elements of the

vectors had to be rearranged so that the correlation
coefficient was nearly identical to that resulting from

the bivariate normal distribution.

A sorting routine,

written by Andy Lau, first sorted each vector from lowest
to highest (i.e., C(1,J)

C(2,J)

..

...

C(l000,J) for

.3=1,2), resulting in a highly correlated data set.

The

order of the elements in one of the vectors was then

altered, element by element,

until the correlation

coefficient of the two vectors was within

0.005 of the

specified value.

A similar procedure was followed to generate a
bivariate triangular distribution of returns.

The

univariate triangular random number generating subroutine
GGTRA was used.

Random numbers were generated over the

range zero to one from a symmetric triangular
distribution.

Adjustments were then specified to

incorporate positive skewness.. If the randomly generated

deviate

were greater than 0.5,

it was adjusted as

follows to yield r, a deviate from the positively skewed
distribution over the range zero and 1.5:
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r

= -0.5 + 2(G).

The number

r

was next adjusted to approach the

desired mean and variance for each activity's returns:
C1j = a

+ br

for i = 1, ,.., 1000, j = 1,2.

The two vectors C1 and C2

were then adjusted by the sorting procedure to yield the
desired degree of correlation between the two vectors.

The correlation coefficient between returns to
activities X1 and X2 was

specified as equal to positive

and negative 0.50 (the results did not differ
significantly in substance when this factor was varied,
consequently we do not discuss it below).

The absolute

value of the correlation coefficient was not chosen for

any particular reason, but the change in sign was
intentional to observe the influence of positive and
negative correlation on the total variance of income.
Population parameters are presented in Table 11-2.

Note

that activity X1 has a larger mean and variance than does
X2.

By equating risk with variance in the formulation of

the DEMP problem, X1 is thus the riskier prospect in the
portfolio.

Experimental Iesu1ts

The results of various specifications of the DEMP

model are presented in Table 11-3 for the positively
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Table 11-3.

Model Solutions (Correlation Coefficient =
+0.50).

Quadratic Utility Function
Risk

Aversion

Initial

Wealth

Variance

Proportion
of Xl in

I ncOtfle

of

Income

Solution

Value

.00266

0.0

1.0000

124.59

1183.50

.00443

150.0

0.9779

124.48

1134.18

.00497

175.0

0.8655

123.95

899.93

.00566

200.0

0.7531

123.41

693.42

.00783

250.0

0.5283

122.34

363.60

.00868

262.7

0.4710

122.07

297.36

.00885

265.0

0.4608

122.02

286.31

.01270

300.0

0.3034

121.27

144.76

.01843

325.0

0.1910

120.73

76.95

.03356

350.0

0.0786

120.20

36.87

.00266

0.0

1.0000

124.55

1183.50

.00443

150.0

0.9704

124.41

1117.58

.00497

175.0

0.8587

123.88

886.74

.00566

200.1

0.7469

123.36

68?.88

.00783

250.0

0.5238

122.30

358.16

.00800

252.7

0.5117

122.24

343.67

.00885

265.0

0.4570

121.98

282.17

.01270

300.0

0.3007

121.25

142.77

.01842

325.0

0.189]

120.72

76.01

.03355

350.0

0.0775

120.19

36.60

.00443

150.0

0.9781

124.48

1134.51

.01270

300.0

0.3034

121.27

144.74

Norma fly

Distributed

Returns

Iirnformly

Distributed

Returns

Triangularly
Distributed
Returns
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Table 11-3.

Model Solutions (Correlation Coefficient =
+0.50) (continued).

Power Utility Function

Risk

Aversion

Initial

Wealth

Value

Normally

Distributed

Returns

Proportion

of XI in

Variance
income

Solution

of
Income

.00313

0.0

0.4789

122.10

306.0]

.00672

25.0

0.5916

122.64

445.33

.00573

50.0

0.7043

123.18

612.37

.00499

75.0

0.8168

123.71

807.13

.00464

90.0

0.8844

124.04

937.32

.00442

100.0

0.9294

124.25

1029.65

.00423

110.0

1.0000

124.59

1183.50

.00812

0.0

0.4897

122.14

318.13

.00672

25.0

0.6091

122.70

469.37

.00573

49.9

0.7282

123.27

651.46

.00573

50.0

0.7287

123.27

652.32

.00499

74.9

0.8480

123.83

866.03

.00464

89.8

0.9197

124.17

1009.50

.00442

99.8

0.9677

124.40

2111.71

.00423

109.8

1.0000

124.59

1183.50

.00810

0.0

0.5435

122.41

382.52

.00670

25.0

0.6759

123.04

567.66

.00571

50.0

0.8085

123.67

791.77

.00498

75.0

0.9413

124.31

2054.89

.00462

90.0

1.0000

124.59

1183.50

Uni formly

Distributed

Returns

Triangularly

Distributed

Returns

Cubic Utility Function

.00777

0.0

0.5361

122.38

366.75

.01221

125.0

0.3211

121.35'

152.03

.01281

150.0

0.3040

121.27

139.37

.00890

200.0

0.4771

122.09

297.44

Normally

Distributed
Re turns
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Table 11-3.

Model Solutions (Correlation Coefficient =
+0.50) (continued)

Ne9ative - Exponential Utility Function

Risk

Aversion

Initial

Wealth

Variance

Proportion
of Xl in

Income

Income

Solution

Value

.00266

0.0

1.0000

124.59

1183.50

.00443

0.0

0.9752

124.47

1128.32

.00497

0.0

0.8631

123.93

895.23

.00566

0.0

0.7511

123.40

689.95

.00800

0.0

0.5148

122.27

347.33

.00868

0.0

0.4698

122.06

296.07

.01270

0.0

0.3028

121.26

144.29

.02500

0.0

0.1252

120.42

50.11

.03356

0.0

0.0783

120.19

36.80

.07000

0.0

0.0066

119.85

25.78

.00266

0.0

1.0000

124.55

1183.50

.00443

0.0

0.9823

124.47

1143.82

.00497

0.0

0.8678

123.93

904.38

.00566

0.0

0.7534

123.39

694.03

.00800

0.0

0.5127

122.25

344.93

.00800

265.0

0.5127

122.25

344.93

.00868

0.0

0.4671

122.03

293.07

.01270

0.0

0.2980

121.23

140.82

.01843

0.0

0.1857

120.70

74.43

.02500

0.0

0. 1217

120.40

48.95

.03356

0.0

0.0774

120.19

36.59

.05000

0.0

0.0381

120.00

29.22

.07000

0.0

0.0187

119.91

26.84

.00443

0.0

1.0000

124.59

1183.50

.00497

0.0

0.9211

124.21

1012.27

.00566

0.0

0.7997

123.63

775.65

.D0B00

0.0

0.5442

122.41

383.28

.01270

0.0

0.3164

121.33

154.33

.02500

0.0

L1299

120.44

51.71

Norma fly

Distributed

Returns

Uni formly

Distributed

Returns

Triangularly

Distributed

Returns

of
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correlated data set and Table 11-4 for the negatively
correlated set.

Four items were varied in the course of

the experiments:

(1) the utility functional form; (2)

the distributions of the random returns;

(3)

the

parameterized value of initial wealth; and (4) for the
negative-exponential utility function, the risk aversion
coefficient in the utility function.

The following sections provide a synthesis of the

various permutations of the problem relative to the
robustness of the DEMP model.

Wealth Experiments

The level of initial wealth specified greatly
influenced the composition of the portfolio.

Quadratic,

exponential and power utility functions tested in the

model are characterized by increasing, constant, and

decreasing risk aversion (a la Pratt).

Solutions

obtained under the quadratic function, under which risk

aversion increases with wealth, exhibited the expected

shift into the less risky activity as initial wealth
increased.

The solution portfolio was approximately

evenly divided between X1 and X2 when initial wealth was
set equal to zero.

As the parameterized value of initial

wealth was increased over subsequent runs of the model,

the value of the Pratt absolute risk aversion function
increased, as did the proportion of X2, the less risky
activity.
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Table 11-4.

Model Solutions (Correlation Coefficient =
-0.50)

Negative - Exponential Utility Function

Risk
Aversion

Initial
Wealth

of Xl in

Variance
Income

of
I i)Come

.00443

0.0

0.8971

124.10

947.06

.00566

0.0

0.7183

123.24

600.20

.00800

0.0

0.5297

122.35

358.88

.01270

0.0

0.3604

121.54

149.94

Distributed
Returns

Proportion

Solution

Value

Triangularly

(continued)

Power Utility Function

.00812

0.0

0.4794

122.11

263.58

.00672

25.0

0.5685

122.53

372.22

.00500

75.0

0.7467

123.38

649.82

.00443

100.0

0.8357

123.80

818.80

.00406

120.0

0.9069

124.14

968.46

.00812

0.0

0.4947

122.18

280.74

.00672

25.0

0.5854

122.61

395.03

.00500

75.0

0.7667

123.48

686.12

.00443

100.0

0.8573

123.91

862.94

.00406

120.0

0.9298

124.25

1019.39

.00811

0.0

0.5286

122.34

321.03

.00671

25.0

0.6258

122.80

452.74

.00499

75.0

0.8201

123.73

787.76

.00443

100.0

0.9171

124.19

991.01

.00414

115.0

1.0000

124.59

1183.50

Norma fly

Distributed
Returns

Uni forinly

Distributed
Returns

Triangularly
Distributed
Returns
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Table 11-4.

Model Solutions (Correlation Coefficient =
-0.50)

(continued).

Quadratic Utility Function

Initial

Aversion

Wealth

Distributed

Returns

of Xl in

Income

of

Income

Solution

Value

Normally

Variance

Proportion

.00391

120.0

0.9624

124.41

1094.06

.00415

135.0

0.9115

124.17

978.61

.00442

150.0

0.8606

123.92

869.76

.00565

200.0

0.6910

123.11

554.41

.00783

250.0

0.5213

122.31

312.17

.01274

300.0

0.3517

121.50

143.04

.03412

350.0

0.1820

120.69

47.04

.00415

135.0

0.9115

124.17

978.61

.00415

135.0

0.9116

124.17

978.61

.01274

300.0

0.3517

121.50

143.06

Uni forinly

Distributed
Returns

Triangularly
Distributed
Returns

Negative - Exponential Utility Function

.00443

0.0

0.8608

123.92

870.18

.00566

0.0

0.6886

123.10

550.54

.00800

0.0

0.5071

122.24

295.17

.01270

0.0

0.3442

121.46

137.28

.02500

0.0

0.2076

120.81

56.85

.00443

0.0

0.8659

123.95

880.65

.00566

0.0

0.6933

123.13

558.23

.00800

0.0.

0.5114

122.26

300.26

.01270

0.0

0.3482

121.48

140.32

.02500

0.0

0.2112

120.83

58.36

Normally

Distributed

Returns

Uniformly

Distributed

Returns
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The solutions attained with the negative-exponential
utility function, under which risk aversion is invariant

with changing levels of wealth, were constant for all
levels of wealth specified, as one would expect.

Under

the power utility function the "pleasing" manifestation

of decreasing risk aversion was exhibited.

As the

initial wealth level increased, the level of the riskier

activity (X1) in solution increased as did the variance
of the portfolio.

Experiments were also done with the cubic utility
function.

The cubic utility

function

was specified so

that it exhibited both increasing and then decreasing

absolute risk aversion.

Here the proportion of X1

initially decreased and then increased, illustrating the

model's ability to cope with a quasi-concave function in

the domain of which the sign of the risk aversion
function varies over the range of wealth estimates.

Figure 11-i illustrates the relationship between the

initial wealth level and the proportion of the riskier

prospect, X1,

in the solution under the four utility

functions

Utility

Yunction Jna yis

Solutions attained under the utility functions
consistent with the assumptions of EV analysis displayed

the expected characteristics.

Under the quadratic

utility function, the portfolios were not influenced by

PROPORTION OF Xl IN SOLUTION
NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED RETURNS
PROPORTION OF Xl

QUADRATIC

a

1.0

NEG-EXPON

£

0.8

POWER

0.6
CUBIC

V

0.4

0.2

.0
50

100

150

200

250

INITIAL WEALTH LEVEL
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
+0.5
Figure lI-i.

Proportion of the Riskier Prospect in the
Solution for Differing Levels of Initial
Wealth - Normally Distributed Returns.
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altering the distributions of returns.

Identical

solutions were achieved under the quadratic function at

equivalent levels of initial wealth,

regardless of the

higher order parameters of the three distributions used
in the tests, since the distributions had equal means and

variances.

Similarly, the results attained under the

negative-exponential utility with normally distributed

returns were the same as the results attained under
quadratic utility, provided that the parameterized value
of the risk aversion function under negative-exponential
utility was the same as the calculated value of the risk

aversion function under the quadratic (thus lending
empirical support to Buccola's proof) (1982b).

Varying the distributions of the returns did,
however, result in small changes in the composition of
the portfolios for the negative-exponential and the power
utility functions.

The relative proportions of the two

activities in the problem varied when initial wealth was
held constant and the problems were solved over the three

distributions for these two utility functions.

This

influence seemed to be most pronounced for the power
utility function, under which the proportion of

in the

solution was approximately 15 percent greater under the

triangular distribution than under the normally
distributed returns for equal risk aversion parameters.
The effect was much smaller for the negative-exponential
utility function, where the proportion of X1 was, at its
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maximum difference, only about six percent greater for
the triangular than for the normally distributed returns.

Figure 11-2 graphically illustrates the influence of the
distributional form on portfolio selection for the power
utility function.
Extension

Risk jj Constraints

The model above is developed solely for risk in the
objective function coefficients where one plans now and

discover the returns later.

It is possible to handle

right-hand side or technical coefficient uncertainty by a
similar model under slightly different assumptions.

First, one may adopt a sequential uncertainty model
such as that used by Cocks (1968) and Rae (197].a, 1971b).

Here one sequentially makes plans, then receives
information on uncertain parameters,
plans, and so on.

makes adaptive

Cocks developed a formulation in which

all uncertainty in this type of process collapsed into

the objective function.
quadratic model.

Cocks also posed an EV type

The EV model deals with the levels of

income under each state of nature.

A very simple

extension then would be to use the DEMP objective
function as above.

Second, where one plans now and receives information

on stochastic resource availabilities or usages later,

with the option of purchasing needed resources, a
formulation such as the following could be used:
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PROPORTION OF Xl IN SOLUTION
LOG-LINEAR UTILITY FUNCTION
NORMAL

PROPORTION CF Xl

0

1.0

UNIFORM

*

0.8

TRIANGULAR

.
0.6

0.4

0.2

.0
0

25

50

75

100

125

INITIAL WEALTH LEVEL
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

Figure 11-2.

+0.5

Proportion of the Riskier Prospect in the
Solution for Differing Levels of Initial
Wealth - Log-Linear Utility Function.
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N
Max

E

k

k=l

(

- gY + W0)

AX

-

Ykiek

k

where

X is the vector of decision variables
C is the vector of certain returns
A is the matrix of certain resource usages
b is the vector of certain resource endowments

is the matrix of stochastic parameters for
resource by X under state of nature k
ek

is the vector of stochastic parameters for
resource endowment under state of nature k

is the vector of resources purchased under
state of nature k

is the vector of resource purchase prices
understate of nature k.
Third,

one may incorporate conventional uncertainty

models such as the Wicks and Guise (1978) or chance
constrained methods [Charnes and Cooper, 1959].

A number

of other possibilities are also available depending upon
the problem being considered.
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Conclusion

When uncertainty exists with respect to the
parameters of a utility maximization problem, an element

of risk exists in the choice of an optimal solution.
Expected utility theory posits a paradigm for behavior
under such a case.

Many models have been formulated to

handle this case.

The primary mathematical programming

technique currently employed is the EV model and its
variants.

Limitations of the EV approach, in terms of

the restrictive assumptions applied to the risk attitudes

of the decision maker and/or to the probability density

functions of the uncertain parameters, has cast some
doubts on the universal applicability of the approach
(Pope, 1982]

This paper has proposed an alternative model (DEMP)

and has demonstrated its application under less
restrictive assumptions than those which underlie the EV

model.

Other than the requirement that the utility

function be quasi-concave and that the opportunity set be
convex, no restrictions limit the functional form posited

for the decision maker's utility function.

Risk

attitudes can be specified to exhibit decreasing,
constant, or increasing risk aversion or preference with

respect to changing levels of wealth and income.
Additionally, the model performs equally well under a
variety of distributions of the uncertain parameters.
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The DEMP formulation is such that the sample data is
directly entered without assumptions on distributional
form.

The DEMP examples do reinforce several concerns
regarding EV analysis.

Portfolio selection was seen to

be sensitive to the specified level of initial wealth, to

the population parameters of the bivariate distributions

of returns to the model's two activities, and to the
functional form of the utility functions.

The nature of

the solutions was consistent with the attitudes towards

risk underlying each utility function.

As wealth

increased, the proportion of the riskier activity in
solution decreased, remained constant, or increased,
depending on whether the utility function was quadratic,
negative-exponential, or power, respectively.

The sensitivity of the solutions to changes in the
characteristics of the problems increases the trepidation
with which EV results should be viewed.

The MINOS algorithm was found to be an easy and
relatively inexpensive package for solving the specified
problems.

Approximately 125 problems were solved in the

course of the study.

Computational requirements for each

run were approximately five central processing units
(CPU's)

using a CDC Cyber 170/720 Computer.

The

constraint set for the model used in the study is
purposely quite simple, but a larger constraint set used

in the earlier stages of the project (55 rows by 52
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columns) did not greatly increase the computational time
involved with model solution.

Further, MINOS is capable

of solving more complex models.

Examples are presented

in the documentation which have 700 columns and 400 rows.
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NDNOTES
'

is checked by

Quasi-concavity of a function f(X)

investigating the determinant of the bordered
lies Sian.

0

f1(X)

f1(X)

S

S

fi(x)

0

.

S

f(X)
0

S

f

S

(X)

where f(X) are the first derivatives of the function

is the second derivative

with respect to X; and
with respect to X

and X3.

negative semi-definite.

This determinant must be

Use of formulation B shows

that this function only needs to be concave in the

alternative states of wealth since the linear

constraint

set will form a convex set.

Strictly

quasi-concave functions are also monotonically
increasing indicating that the marginal expected
utility of a wealth increment is positive everywhere,
i.e.,

the expected utility function exhibits

nonsatiation.

21

Complete testing over all distributions was not done
for the cubic utility function.

The inclusion of the

cubic function was for the purpose of testing the
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21 continued
performance of the model

under

a quasi-concave

objective function.

For the quadratic, C, b > 0, c < 0; for the negativeexponential, d > 0; for the power; 0 < b < 1; and for
the cubic, C < 0 and b, d > 0.

Coefficients of the different utility functions were

adjusted so that the portfolio was approximately
evenly divided at a zero level of initial wealth for
each utility function.

This adjustment was done for

illustrative purposes, and explains the discrepancy
between the results reported in Table 11-3 and Figure
II-'.
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Direct Solution of Expected Utility Maximization
Problems:

An Application to the Marketing of
Soft White Wheat

Introdution
The determination of optimal management strategies

under uncertainty can be a difficult process.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to imagine an example in
agricultural production or marketing in which absolute

certainty exists. Vagaries of weather and of future
market conditions introduce random elements to both
agricultural production processes and prices. Producers

must somehow develop effective management strategies
within this uncertain environment, in line with their
management goals.

Studies

of producer decision problems under

uncertainty have long occupied economists and management

scientists. This chapter is concerned with such a
problem. Specifically, how should the Pacific Northwest

white wheat producer determine an optimal postharvest

marketing strategy when future wheat prices are unknown?

Prices 'at harvest are known to the producer.

Net

revenues from harvest time sales can thus be known fairly

accurately.

The marketing problem for the producer

requires deciding between selling the entire crop at
harvest at a certain price or delaying sales in hopes of
a higher price in the future.

Important variables in the
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decision making process

include

the producer's

expectations of future prices, attitudes towards assuming
risk, costs of storing grain over the postharvest period,

and financial constraints that might dictate the timing
of sales.

A model of the postharvest marketing problem is
developed in this chapter.

Several features of the model

differentiate it from other decision models developed to

analyze the marketing problem.

The maximization of

expected utility is the behavioral assumption underlying
the chapter's model.

However, this chapter utilizes a

programming model of behavior under uncertainty that is

not based on expected value and variance (EV),

thus

avoiding many of the criticisms directed against EV
analysis [Tsiang, 1972, 1974; Robison, 1982].

Such

specifications of the expected utility function are not
new.

The contribution of the model used in this chapter

derives from the solution of non-EV expected utility

problems in a numerical rather than an analytical
framework.

Optimal solutions will be attained for linear

utility functions as well as for expected utility
functions exhibiting increasing, constant, and decreasing
absolute risk aversion.

The sensitivity of the solutions

under the alternative risk characterizations should
provide evidence of the attractiveness of continued use

of expected EV analysis techniques in light of the
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current availability of computer software permitting the
solution of optimization problems with flexible expected
utility functional forms.

No distributional assumptions needed to be made a

priori regarding the random parameters
prices) in the model.

(i.e.,

wheat

As in Chapter 2, elements from the

empirical distribution of the uncertain events entered
the model directly as alternative, states of nature.

No

parameter estimation of an assumed parent distribution
(such as the variance-covariance matrix in EV analysis)
is necessary.

Uncertainty

with respect to future prices is resolved

sequentially for the producer.

As time progresses beyond

the harvest period, the once uncertain future prices
become known.

An increasing amount of information

regarding postharvest price levels becomes available to
the producer.

The sequential availability of price information will

be built into the model.

Techniques developed by Cocks

(1968) and Rae (1971a, 1971b) wifl. be employed that model

different decision points separated by time.

At harvest,

future prices are known only with a probability.

As time

progresses and subsequent decision points are reached,

prices at the current point are known with certainty.
The uncertainty regarding future price levels is also
reduced as indications of the general price trend narrow

the range of future, potential prices.

The sequential
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programming techniques developed by Cocks and Rae
incorporate the increasing availability of information in
a decision model.

One of the primary arguments for the continued use of

EV analysis in risk programming is its relative ease of

solution by quadratic programming algorithms. Indeed,
Tsiang (1972, 1974) in his generally rigorous defense of

EV analysis admitted that the analytical solution of
expected utility functions was favored by many economists

and that this approach has yielded important insights
into the comparative statics of decision making behavior

under uncertainty.

However, Tsiang rejected this

approach for practical applications due to the complexity

of solving complicated integrals involving the products
of a nonlinear utility function and the density functions

of random returns. The approximations necessitated by EV

analysis were thus concluded to be more amenable to
practical applications.

However, the tools available to economists have

become more powerful since Tsiang's first article
appeared. Solution algorithms are now available that make

the ease of large solving nonlinear,

nonquadratic

programming problems comparable to the older quadratic

programming algorithms. One such algorithm, MINOS
(Modular In-Core Optimization System),
Murtaugh and Saunders (1977),

was used

in

designed by
Chapter 2 to

directly solve expected utility maximization problems in
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which returns randomly generated from several different

multivariate parent distributions entered the model
directly. The algorithm performed admirably, allowing

comparisons

of

the solutions obtained when the

restrictive assumptions of EV analysis were dropped.

study reported in this chapter
of this previous work,

The

represents an expansion

exploring the appropriateness of

directly solving expected utility maximization problems
in an applied setting.

The following procedures will be employed in the
current study. First, a model will be developed that

characterizes the relevant aspects of the grower's

decision problem.

Future values of the model's

parameters will not be known at harvest, so that the

optimal marketing strategy will be determined in an
expected utility hypothesis (EUH)

framework.

The model

will, however, abstract from many of the actual
complexities facing the grower.

Tax considerations in

the timing of sales will be ignored.

Safety first

considerations that may influence firm survival will not

be addressed; it will be assumed that maximizing the
probability of returns exceeding disaster levels will
"take care of itself" through the imposition of either
risk aversion or profit maximization upon the decision
maker. The influence of crop diversification upon cash
flows and, subsequently, upon the timing of sales will

not be explicitly considered. The opportunity cost of
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wheat in storage will be assumed constant, regardless of
the sources and uses of cash flows associated with other

farm activities. Many of these assumptions can be
justified by the postharvest nature of the decision
process:

a whole farm planning model would need to

include provisions for some of the aspects of the problem
mentioned above.

One final simplification was made in the wheat
marketing problem.

Putting wheat under the government

loan program was not included as a marketing alternative.
Since admission to the loan program requires acreage setasides, yet does allow the production of a limited amount

of crops other than wheat, inclusion of the loan program
would have required a large-scale, whole-farm programming

model.

Development of a whole-farm model, including

activities for set-aside, wheat under loan,

and

alternative cropping activities was beyond the objectives
set for the current study.

The loan program was thus not

further considered.

The second requirement of the model is to develop a

set of wheat prices for the model that realistically
reflects prices that might be expected over the marketing

period.

These prices,

which will determine the

alternative states of nature in the model, should be

derived in a manner that reflects the probability
distribution of recent price trends. Two options are
available:

(1)

elicit the grower's own expectations
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regarding future price distributions;

or

(2)

employ

standard time series modeling techniques to provide a

more objective price series.

These options will be

discussed in more detail in the section dealing with data
sources and preparation.

The third element of the current study will involve
interviews with a small number of PNW wheat growers. The

purpose of these interviews will be threefold. First,
information on farm equity and income from crops other

than wheat will establish the approximate wealth
positions of the growers. Second, harvest and disposition.

of the 1983 crop will determine the quantity of wheat

that the growers had available for marketing over the

postharvest period.

Actual sales patterns will be

compared with the solutions obtained from the expected
utility maximization model. The third component of these

personal interviews employs a standard risk attitude
elicitation technique.

The growers are asked to provide

a certain per bushel wheat price at which they are

indifferent between this assured price and two
alternative, equally probable prices. These certainty

equivalent prices are used in conjunction with the
information collected on wealth position and crops
harvested to estimate the parameters of several different

utility functions. The attitudes towards assuming risk

implied by both the growers' responses to the utility

elicitation questions and the functional form of the
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expected

utilities are used in the objective functions

of the nonlinear programming models.

The marketing problem will then be solved for each

producer interviewed under a variety of objective
functions and states of nature. Solutions attained under
the EV model assumptions will be compared to those using

utility functional forms conforming to the "desired"

characteristics stated by Arrow (1971) and given in
Endnote 2

of Chapter 1. In addition, a short discussion

will compare the modeled solutions with the actual
marketing patterns followed by the growers to determine
the model's predictive abilities.

The following section describes the expected utility

maximization model and discusses its structure relative
to the wheat marketing problem.
Thg 4odel

Postharvest marketing alternatives for uncommitted
wheat stocks considered in the model are immediate sales
on the cash market or foregoing present sales for future

marketing on either the spot market or through future
delivery cash (FDC) contracts.

Storage of unsold stocks

can occur at either commercial grain elevators or on-

farm, subject to a constraint on on-farm storage
capacity.

The choice between selling at harvest versus future

sales hinges upon the difference between the utility
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derived from immediate, certain receipts and the expected

utility deriving from uncertain net receipts resulting

from future sales.

Consideration of alternative

marketing strategies has appeared often in the literature

in both linear and nonlinear utility frameworks.
Specifically, present sales are foregone if the expected

utility from future sales exceeds the utility resulting
from present sales [King, 1982; Ward and Fletcher,. 1971;
Standaert, 1981].
The marketing problem obviously disappears if perfect

information is available to the decision maker.

If

receipts from sales at harvest and returns to storage
from alternative future inarketings are all known with
certainty, the problem, in the absence of farm-specific

marketing constraints, would result in one marketing
strategy, and all of the wheat would be sold at one time.

In this instance, utility would be a function of the
certain parameter values.

The optimal strategy would be

that which makes the greatest contribution to utility.
This situation arises from the characteristic imposed on

the utility

unction that it be monotonically

nondecreasing in its arguments.

Sales would occur in

that period associated with the highest price, net of
storage and opportunity costs.

The introduction of uncertainty adds considerably to

the complexity of the marketing problem.

A naive

formulation of an expected revenue maximization problem
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resulting front cash sales, under which the sale's
decision is completely determined at one time, can be
expressed
n

max ER5

=

AA

+

Pr(Bj)[PBIQB - eBESB - SBFSB]
i=1
n

+

Pr(C)tPcQc - ecES

-

]

3=1

n
+

E

Pr(Dk) 1DkD - eDESD - SDFSD]

k=l

subject to

QA+ NAH
NA +

+ NB 1 0

ESB - FSB £. 0

Qc + Nc 10

-NB

- ESc - FS
+ Q

-

0

ESD - FSD 1 0

FSBj +

Fscj +

FSDk

I

F

where,

ERcs

= expected revenues front cash sales

Pr(B(CVDk))

= probability that state of nature B

(CjDk) occurs
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1'A(Bi,Cj ,Dk)

= certain price occurring in period A,
or expected price net of opportunity

costs in periods B, C, or D given
states i,

j,

or k,

respectively,

occur

= total volume of uncommitted wheat

H

stocks available for marketing over
the postharvest period

A (B, C, D)

= bushels of wheat sold on the cash
market in period A (or periods B, C,
or D)

Nm

= bushels of wheat available for sale

in period

in

which will be carried

over into the next period.

eB(CD)

= cost per bushel of storing wheat to

period B(C,D) in a commercial
elevator

ESB(CD)

= bushels stored in a commercial
elevator for sale in periods B (C,D)

given

states

respectively, occur

i,

or

k,
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SB(CD)

= average variable cost per bushel of

storing wheat to period B (C,D) in
on-farm storage facilities

FSB(C,D)

= bushels stored in on-farm storage

facilities for sale in periods B

(C,D) given states i,

j,

or k,

respectively, occur
F

= total on-farm storage capacity

In this linear formulation of the cash sales
marketing problem, expected returns will be maximized
from sales in either period A, B, C, or ID.

sold will be limited by H,

Quantities

the total amount of

uncommitted wheat stocks available for sale at harvest.

Any wheat available for sale, yet not sold, in period i

is transferred to period i+l through the activity N1.
Commercial storage and on-farm storage costs are incurred

at the time of sale from the levels of activities ES and
PS in the solution.

Asthe model is presented, expected prices will be
known in each of the four time periods, being equal to
the probabilistica].ly weighted sums of the N possible
prices in each period.

Under a linear objective function

of expected revenue maximization, all wheat will be sold
in the period yielding the highest expected price net of
storage and opportunity costs.
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The naivete of this formulation is based on the
following observation.

When the expected revenues from.

present and future sales are posed in this manner, it is

apparent that the choice of a marketing strategy is
decided at one time, namely at t=O.

If the optimal

solution from this static formulation were to sell at

period ± rather than at all prior periods i-k, k.i,
knowledge gained during the intervening k periods would
exert no influence on the initial choice of the marketing
strategy.

The decision to sell in period i would not be

influenced by price information gained in periods
l,2,..,,i-l.

Formulation of the marketing problem in

this static manner will be suboptimal, since all
available information is not being used.

Optimal decision making involves the use of all
freely available information. Decisions made for some

future period i that remain unchanged by information
acquired during the intervening i-i periods will yield
solution values that can be no greater than the returns

resulting from models that allow the use of parameter

information as it becomes available.

This intuitive

belief was given formal proof by Magnasarian (1964).

In

his theoretical paper dealing with stochastic nonlinear

programming models,

solution from a "wait and see"

stochastic model, in which all information was assumed
costless and

was used in the decision process,

were

proven to always be at least as great as the values
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resulting from models using only initially available
information in a "here and now" decision process.

Incorporation of information as it becomes available
has led to the construction and application of models of

sequential decision making to the agricultural decision

1971a, l971b; Yagar, Greer, Burt,

environment [Rae,
1980].

At each period t, actual prices for all relevant

past periods t-k (k>0) are known to the decision maker.
Marketing decisions for any remaining stocks will thus be

contingent upon prices known at time t and upon expected

prices for the subsequent periods.
),

where

Thus, E(pt+) =

represents variables other

than wheat prices that the decision maker deems pertinent

to determining future prices.

The situation can be

presented diagrammatically, as in Figure Ill-i.

The representation in Figure Ill-i is of course a
simplification of reality.

A continuum of outcomes in

period t+k represented by their joint conditional
probability distributions is here reduced to 2k discrete
probabilistic occurrences.

Use of the discrete outcomes

represented by the event tree allows the use of
sequential stochastic programming techniques rather than
the more difficult optimal control models necessitated by
the continuous formulation.

The naive formulation of the expected returns from
cash sales presented earlier does not permit sequential
decision making in light of increasing information.

The

Figure 111-i.

Stochastic Event Tree Where Price in Period i, p, Results from a
Particular Sequence of Preceding Events.
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following expression represents the expected return
maximization problem as a function of the alternative
states of nature occurring for each branch of an event
tree similar to that in Figure 111-i.

Four time periods

are considered (A, B, C, and D), and three states of
nature can occur during each period)'
n

max ERc5

n

n

E

EPr(

eABESB i

i=l j=l k=].

eACESAC

- SABFSABi

DijkDijk

- SACFSACIj

- eESIk - SFSjjk]
subject to

+ NAH
Bi +

NA +

Bi - ES

0

-

+
Bi. -

for all i
FS

+ Ncjj

1 0

for all i,j

ESACjj - FSACjj 1 0
+ QDijk

+ NDjjk

QDijk - ESDjjk FS

1 0

1 0

for all i,j,k

Dijk

+ FSci + FSDijk

I F

where all activities are defined as before, with the
exception that each period's activities are conditional

upon previous periods' activities along its particular
branch of the decision tree.

For example, if all of the
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stocks under state of nature i are sold in period B, so
that

Bi = NA, then all sale activities in subsequent

periods, conditional upon state i's occurrence in period

QDijk' will be zero.

B (i.e.,

In this formulation there are n x n x n (n3) separate

states of nature corresponding to each branch of the
decision tree.

The contribution of each branch to the

objective function value is determined by the probability

of the occurrence of the states of nature represented by
that branch.

The sequential nature of the model results

from each period's prices being conditional upon
preceeding prices.

For example, prices in period D will

be conditiona'l upon states of nature i and j occurring in

periods B and C, respectively.

Solutions to the problem

will be sensitive to the events of each branch.

If a

certain price is observed in period B,

Bl' the optional

action may be different than if price

B2 had occurred,

for example.

The constraints are similar to those for the naive
formulation, except that the constraints are themselves
conditional upon the branches of the event tree.

If all

of the wheat had been sold in period B if price

B1 had

occurred, then no wheat would be available for sale in

all subsequent periods in which the events were
conditional upon

B1'

occurrence.

If, however, no wheat

were sold in period B given B2 occurred, then the stocks

would be transferred for sale in future periods along
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those branches conditional upon

B2

Both of these

examples depend, of course, upon some what not being sold
in period A.

Expected returns from cash sales are thus the sum of
returns accruing on each branch of the probability tree,

each weighted by the probability of that branch's
occurrence.

Marketing options other than cash sales are available

to the PNW wheat grower. No futures market for PNW soft
white wheat existed prior to September of 1984.

Although

the potential to hedge on the Midwest futures markets did

exist and have been shown to, in some instances, provide
a feasible reduction in marketing risk for PNW producers

[Dewbre, 1977], this alternative will not be considered

in the present model.

This exclusion is based on the

belief that such futures trading is not practiced by the

vast majority of PNW growers [Cornelius,

1984].

No

specific data are known that either support or contradict
this premise.V

However, authors dealing with marketing

strategies in other areas have found that few growers

actually avail themselves of the hedging opportunity
[Berck, 1981].

Although futures trading will not be included in the
choice set for the growers in the model, forward delivery
cash (FDC) contracts are available to PNW growers through

several

export houses and will be included as a

marketing alternative.

Firm prices are offered on a
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daily basis for delivery extending from the current

period forward for four to eight months.

Although

storage fees are incurred by the grower and,

since

payment is made upon delivery, the opportunity costs of

stocks must

stored

also be faced, uncertainty with

respect to future prices can be eliminated.

An event

tree similar to the one presented in Figure 111-i for
cash prices can be constructed for the sequential nature
of the FDC contract events.

Since several delivery periods are available to the

FDC contract purchaser at any time, FDC contracting
decisions are more difficult to characterize than cash

sales decisions.

Each day, the grower may sell a

contract for delivery in periods two, four, six weeks or

more in the future, each with certain prices.

If his

choice had been not to contract his wheat on a particular

day, he would face a new set of FDC contract prices on

following days.

However, as in the cash market, these

prices would be uncertain until they were actually
observed.

As time progresses, uncertainty with respect

to the contract prices gets resolved in a sequential
manner.

Some simplification from the real world FDC contract
situation is necessary to construct a model of manageable
size.

Two modifications were thus made in the model:

(1) consistency with the cash sales market model was

followed by considering only four time periods as
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decision points over the 1983-1984 marketing periods; and

(2) twelve week ahead FDC quotations were used rather
than the range of delivery dates quoted on the actual
market.

Expected returns from marketing strategies employing
FDC contract sales can thus be represented

r'

ERFDC

(

O) I FFAB - eES

+ FBCiFBCi - eACESAC

+

- SACFSACi

FCDjjPCDjj - eES1

-

SFS]

subject to

FAB +

NAI

FAB - ESAB - FSAB
NA + FBCi + NBj
FBCi

-

0

0

ESACi - FSACi

_N3+FCD +NcjO
FCD

- ESij -

FSAB + FSACi +

FSj

0

0

where
ERFDC

=

expected revenues from forward
delivery cash contract sales
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F(BcjcDjj)

= certain FDC price quoted in period A

for delivery in period B,
expected prices quoted in period

or
B

(or C) for delivery in period C (or

D), given states i

(or

ij)

occur,

all net of opportunity costs

FAB(FBC11FDC1) = bushels of wheat sold on FDC
contracts for delivery in period B,

or bushels sold in period

B

(or C)

for delivery in period C (or D),
given states i (or

ij)

occur

All other activities are as defined before.

This formulation is very similar to the sequential

model presented for the cash sales market.

Expected

however,

result from sales through future

delivery contracts.

The model is sequential since future

returns,

FDC prices are conditional upon current states of nature

and the constraints apply, as before, to the individual

branches of the event tree.

Storage costs will be

incurred for each sale since even a contract entered at
harvest involves storage until period B.

Total receipts net of storage and opportunity costs

will thus be composed of present and future cash sales
and FDC contracting sales.

thus be

Total expected receipts will
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ER =

E Pr(e5) Y5
S

Subject to

Period A

+ NA + PAB = H

FABESABFSABO
Period B

NA +

for i=L,2,3

Bijk + NBjjk + FBCijk 1 0

j=l,2,3

Bijk - ESABjik - FSABjjk 1 0

k=l,2

FBCjjk - ESAcjjk - FSACijk 1 0
Period C
NBijk

Cijklm + Ncijklm +

FCDijklmO
i,j,k,

Cijklm - ESAcijklm - FSAcijk.im 1 0

FSpjjjml

FCDjjklm - ESpjjkm

0

1=1,2,3
m=l,2

Period D

NCjjklm + DDjjkl

= 0

for all i,j,k,l,m

- FSjjklm2 1

Dijk1m

0

On-Farm Storage Constraint
FAB + FSABjjk + '5ACijk + FSACjjklm
+

5ADijk1ml + FSpJDijklm2 I F

Income Accounting Rows
+

AA

+ FABFAB - eBESAB +

BijkBijk

+ FBjjkFBCjjk - eABESABk - eACESACk
+

CijklmCijklm + FcijklmFCDjjklm

- eACESAC1k1U1 - eESjjk1m1
+

Dijk1niDijklm -

for all i,j,k,l,m

= 0
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where

i = cash price states of nature in period B, i=1,3
j = cash price states of nature in period C, i=l,3

k = FDC price states of nature in period B for
delivery in period C, K=1,2

1= cash price states of nature in period D, 1=1,3

m = FDC price states of nature in period C for
delivery in period D, m=1,2.

The structure of the wheat marketing problem is now
complete.

Expected returns will be equal to the income

resulting along each branch of the event tree, weighted
by the probability of that branch's occurrence.

Prices

along each branch are conditional upon preceeding prices.

The constraints are sequential as well, limiting
activities along each branch of the event tree by earlier
decisions.

Although a structure has been presented that
represents the grower's marketing problem, the discussion

has' avoided both the issue of the grower's attitudes
towards risk taking and how the problem is to be solved.
These issues will now be addressed.

Total receipts for sales not completed or contracted

during the harvest period will be uncertain at harvest.

The existence of uncertainty in the parameters of a

decision problem is a necessary condition for the
requirement that explicit consideration be made of the
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grower's personal attitudes toward riskN

As mentioned

in the introduction to this chapter, the existence of a

utility function may imply nonneutral attitudes toward
risk.

The utility function U:Rn+Ri provides an ordering

over the feasible marketing alternatives dependent upon

the stochastic and nonstochastic parameters and
reflective of the decision maker's risk attitudes.

In a

decision analytic framework in which the different values
of the stochastic variables occurring under the different

states of nature are included, the expected utility
function, being a linear combination of the utility
function evaluated under each state of nature, has been

proben to provide the same ordering function as the
utility function, provided that the expected utility
function is concave or quasi-concave [Robison, 1982].

The solution to the problem, if a solution does in

fact exist, will be that vector [Q:F] = (QA,QBl,mQBn
Qcl' '

'Cn'D'

,QDn,,Cl,1

FBCnFCDi

FCD)

that maximizes the expected utility evaluated over all
possible states of nature.

The vector [Q:F] will be constrained along each

branch of the event tree by the total amount of
uncommitted wheat stocks available for postharvest

marketing and wheat stocks stored on-farm will be
constrained by the amount of on-farm storage available.

The problem of determining the optimal vector [Q:F]

is thus seen to fit the general class of models termed
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nonlinear programming problems with, in this case, linear

constraints [Intriligator, 1971].

Existence and

characteristics of an optimal solution require:
that a solution is known to exist;

necessary conditions for the solution apply (by
studying the extremals); and
[Q:F] is the best extrema]. [Clarke, 1984].

Existence of a solution requires that the constraint
set and the objective function meet

certain

conditions.

Specifically, sufficient conditions for the existence of
a solution are given by the Weierstrass theorem.

opportunity set H

{[Q:F]

A[Q:F] I b,

[Q:F]

If the
O}

defined by the constraints is nonempty and compact (i.e.,
closed and bounded), and the objective function EU(TR) is
an upper semicontinuous function

on H, then EU(TR) has a

global maximum either on the boundary or in the interior
of H (Intriligator, 197].].

The set H, if nonempty, is easily seen to be compact.
This is assured by the linear inequalities of the zuodelts

constraints, for H will be the intersection of the convex

half spaces defined by the constraints.

Upper semicon-

tinuity of the objective function can be assured by the

use of concave from below utility functions or, under
somewhat stricter conditions, utility functions that are

quasi-concave.

The need for the stricter conditions
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applying to quasi-concave utility functions results from

the objective function defined in expected utility
maximization problems.

As opposed to a simple utility

function serving as the objective function in a utility
maximization problem, expected utility models represent a

weighted average of the single utility functions
evaluated under each state of nature.

Concave utility

functions present no problems in expected utility

maximization models since non-negative linear
combinations of concave functions (i.e., the expected
utility function) are also concave [Arrow and Enthoven,
1961].

However, non-negative linear combinations of

quasi-concave functions must be tested to assure their
quasi-concavity in order to allow for a global maximum to
exist for the problem over the feasible region.
Data

Central to the development of a model assessing

marketing strategies

is

the estimation of

a

representative stream of future wheat prices.
Considerable attention has been given the subject of
price forecasting for use in modeling IStandaert, 1981;
Anderson, 1974; Bessler, 1980].

Some agreement has been

reached that the appropriateness of the techniques used
in developing these series should depend in part upon the

nature of the study [Young, 1980].

At least two choices

exist in the procedures used to develop the forecast of
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future prices.

The first of these relies upon subjective

expectations of future trends; the other utilizes
econometric and/or time series modeling techniques based
on historical trends in the price series of interest.
Subjective expectations generally rely upon prompting

growers or other experts for their estimates of future
prices.

Use of personalistic probabilities is assumed to

be more appropriate in positive studies [Young, 19801.
Models attempting to predict actual behavior may indeed

require that the parameters influencing the decision
process represent the values expected by the decision

maker.

Otherwise, differences between these

personalistic expectations and objective forecasts may

lead to discrepancies between modeled and actual
behavior.

Time series forecasting techniques were employed to
generate the postharvest price series rather than using

an econometric model of the series. Two considerations

led to the use of a time series (ARIMA) forecasting

technique in the present study.

First, absolute

precision in the single point forecasts was not
considered essential to the present model.

Instead of

the single point estimates, the forecasting model was
intended to derive both the expected values of prices in

each of the three postharvest periods, conditional upon
the ARIMA model ultimately chosen, as well as provide a

means by which prices under alternative states of nature
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could be derived.

Thus, both the postharvest forecasted

values and the sample characteristics of the residuals
from the ARIMA model over the sample period would be used

in characterizing the alternative states for each
postharvest period.
The second rationale for adopting a time series model

is based on Standaert's (1981) work in forecasting PNW
wheat prices.

The small differences observed in the

absolute errors of his best econometric model and his
best ARIMA models did not seem to justify the expenditure

of effort that would have been required to update the
econometric model for the additional five years of data
available since the end of Standaert's sample period.

It

was thus concluded that a time series technique for
forecasting wheat prices for the 1983 postharvest period

would adequately serve the data requirements for the
present study.
Data - price Forecasts

The marketing model developed in this paper is a
sequential stochastic programming model (Rae, 1971a,
1971b].

Four distinct time periods enter the model as

marketing decision points:

harvest, three months

following harvest, six months following harvest, and nine
months following harvest.

The price at harvest is known;

the problem remained to develop a forecasting.inodel
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providing prices for each of the three postharvest
periods.

Daily cash prices on the Portland market were
available for August 1972 through July of 1984.

Rather

than using all, of the daily prices, each Thursday's

closing quotation was initially used as the price
services [as also done in Standaert, 1981; Dickens,
1981].

Inflation rates over this period were variable,

ranging from 3.8 percent in 1983 to 12.4 percent in 1980.

In order to remove the variable inflation rates as a
stochastic element in the series, the weekly prices were
deflated by the consumer price index, with the index set
equal to 100 for the first week of August 1983.

Monthly

CPI values were used [U.S. Department of Commerce], with

linear interpolations calculated for each week's index
value.

Due to the nature of the model, weekly prices were

deemed inappropriate as a data series for forecasting
prices for the four time periods included as decision
points in the discrete stochastic model.

Consequently,

quarterly averages of the deflated Thursday prices formed
the basis for the historical time series.

Quarterly data

was available for 45 periods, with the data for the three

periods following the 1983 harvest held in reserve for a

postsaxnple comparison with the forecasted values.

The

deflated quarterly prices are illustrated in Figure III2.
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Figure 111-2.

Quarterly Average White Wheat Prices on the Portland Market:
(1983 dollars)

1972-1984
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The next step was to fit an ARIMA (p,d,g) model to
the price series.

Preliminary work required estimation

of the autoregressive

(p),

moving average

differencing (d) parameters for the model.

(q),

and

Following

procedures outlined in Granger and Newbold (1977), the

sample autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
functions were calculated for price series undifferenced,
differenced once and differenced twice.

The correlograms

for the undifferenced series is seen in Figures 111-3 and
111-4.

Two observations may be made about the sample

autocorrelation correlogram.

First, the values of

fall off quickly for values of k greater than one,
becoming statistically nonsignificant at k equal to four

and above.

This suggests that the quarterly deflated

price series is stationary (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1981,
p. 501].

Second, the value of the Q-statistic calculated

to test the null hypothesis that all values of Pk' k

are identically equal to

1,

zero is 95.36 for 20 lag

periods, which is well above the critical X2 value of
40.00 at the 99.95 percent level of confidence.

This

indicates that the series is not white noise, and that an

algebraic time series model may be appropriate to
characterize the stochastic process.
(p,q)

model was considered as

Therefore, an ARMA

an appropriate

specification of the stochastic elements underlying the
undifferenced price series.
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Figure 111-3.

Plot of Autocorrelations
1972-1983.
Series:

of Undifferenced Deflated White Wheat Price
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Figure 111-4.

Plot of Partial Autocorrelations (ak) of Undifferenced Deflated White
1972-1983.
Wheat Prices Series:

I-'
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Both visual inspection and the general rules of thumb
outlined in Granger and Newbold (p. 75) suggested that an

ARMA (p,q) model may be appropriate with p=]. and q=3.
The first three autocorrelation values were significantly

different than zero, suggesting a three term moving
average model.

The damped decay of the autocorrelation

function indicated that a first order autoregressive
process may also be occurring.

The following results were obtained from the
ARMA(1,3) model:

(1 - 9945B)pt = (1 + .2424B - .0602B2 - .165533)et
(1134.79)

(-1.73)

(.42)

(1.17)

Mean Square Error = .9541
Residual Q-Statistic (4,20) = 10.3147
Critical X2 value at 90% = 23.5418

Although the autocorrelation function of the
residuals indicated that the residuals were a white
noise, the model was rejected on three grounds:

(1) the

high MSE of the model compared to others tested;

(2) the

low t-values on the coefficients of the moving average
terms; and (3) the poor forecasting ability of the model
over the three postsample periods.

The autocorrelation function of the residuals of the

ARMA(1,(l,2,3)) model indicated a significantly nonzero

value at lag number four.

Due to this autocorrelation
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value, as well as the low t-statistics observed on the
second and the third coefficients on the moving average

terms, an ARMA(l,(l,4)) model was estimated, with the
second and third moving average terms suppressed.

The following results were obtained from this second
specification:
J.RMAl, (1.4))

(1 - .9968B)pt = (3. + .107 3B + .3512B4)et
(-.81)

(1114.85)

(-2.71)

Mean Square Error = .764
Residual Q-Statistic (3,20) = 7.1821
Critical X2 value at 90% = 24.769

One additional specification attempted will be
reported here.

Due to the relatively low t-statistic on

the coefficient of the first moving average term, an
ARMA(1,(4)) model was estimated, with the first, second,

and the third moving average terms suppressed.
following model resulted:
ARMA(1., (4))

(1 - .9968B)pt = (1 + .3857B4)et
(1045.21)

Mean Square Error

(-3.13)

.7513

Residual Q-Statistic (2,20) = 8.092
Critical X2 Value at 90% = 25.989

The
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Various other specifications were also tested.
However, none compared favorably with the three reported

above in terms of their MSE or their forecasting
abilities.

Choice among the above three was based on

their mean square errors, their forecasting abilities
over the postsample period, and on the values of the t-

statistics

of

the

estimated coefficients

as

approximations of the significance of the coefficients.

Due to the nonlinear form of the ARMA model, the tstatistics cannot be given their usual interpretation as
in ordinary least squares regression.

However, they can

be used in a relative sense in comparing models, as well
as suggesting significance if the calculated t-statistics

exceed one in absolute value [Pindyck and Rubinfeldj.
The first model (ARMA(l,(l,2,3))) can be rejected on the
basis of the low t-statistics on two of the coefficients.

The second criterion in the choice of a model
depended on the forecasting ability of the model over the

postsample period.

Table 111.1 presents the actual

quarterly average prices observed for these periods as
well as the forecasts from the remaining two ARMA models.
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Actual and Estimated Quarterly Prices for
the Postsample Period,

Table 111.1.

Estimated
ARMA
Period

Actual

(1,(l,2,3))

3.965
3.979
4.023

3.970
3.687
3.852

1
2
3

ARMA

ARMA

(l,(l,4))

(l,(4))

4.140
4.217
4.175

4.216
4.283
4.150

The ARMA(l,(].,4)) specification was chosen for
forecasting the alternative states of nature over the

postharvest period.

The ARMA(1,(1,2,3)) model was

rejected for its high mean square error, the relatively

high Q-statistic of the

function,

residuals' autocorrelation

and the low t-statistics of two of the four

coefficients of the model.

The choice of the

ARNA(1(1,4)) model over the ARMA(].,(4)) model was based

on its relatively better forecasting abilities over the

postsample data.

The Q-statistics and the mean square

errors of these latter two models were relatively close;
the better forecasting ability of the ARMA(1,(1,4)) model

was considered to outweigh the relatively low value of
the t-statistic on the coefficient of the first moving
average term.

The forecasted values of the ARMA(1,(1,4)) process
provided one event node for each of the three postharvest

periods.

As explained in the previous chapter, each

event node in the cash price decision tree sprouted three
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branches, or nodes, in the subsequent period.

These

succeeding nodes characterized a high, middle, and a low

price, conditioned upon the price in the preceeding
period.

The middle price in each of the groups of three was

calculated using the ARMA model, conditional upon the
particular path of the decision tree on which the event

Thus, the price in period t+i was derived

node lies.

from its preceeding prices and error terms,
E(pt+j

I

Pt+j-l' et+, et+_i, et+_4)
+ .1073et+...i + .3512et+1_4)

= .E(.9968pt+_i + et+

The high and low prices in each group of three were

based on the sample cumulative distribution function
(cdf) of the residuals of the ARMA model over the 45
observations.'

has

The cdf

probable segments.

divided into three equally

These segments,

i'

s2,

and S3,

corresponded to cdf values from 0 to .333, .333 to .667,

and 0.667 to 1.0, respectively.

(naturally truncated)

The midpoints of these

segments were then chosen to

represent the three equally likely deviations from
ARMA estimated forecast.

the

Thus, if we let Pi' P2' and P3

represent the three prices in the particularly grouping,
P1 = P2 + .2625
p2 = ARMA forecast (since the mean of the residuals

was zero
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P3

- .4540

where cdf(.2625) = .833, cdf(-.4540) = .167 and Pr(p1) =

Pr(p2) = Pr(p3) = 1/3.

Each event in the cash price

decision tree for the postharvest periods was calculated
in this manner.

Forecast estimates remained to be dev: eloped for the

forward delivery cash (FDC)

contract quotations.

Daily

quotes for future deliveries were available for a
Portland exporting firm from mid-October 1979 to the
present.

Twice monthly future prices were quoted,

corresponding to delivery in either the first or second
half of the month.

Quarterly average twelve week ahead

forecasts were computed to correspond to the same periods

used in the quarterly average cash prices.

These prices

were deflated in a manner analogous to that used for the
cash price series.

Since FDC quotations were only available from late

1979, only 15 quarterly prices were available.

This

small sample precluded the use of a transfer function
(ARIMA) forecasting model using the cash price series as
an explanatory variable.

Instead, the following ordinary

least squares regression equation was estimated, and was

found to be best among several alternative formulations
based on its calculated R2, the b-values of the estimated
coefficients, and its forecasting ability:
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F3QUARt = -.259 + .158}IARV1 + .286HARV2 + .432PQUARt+i
(-.482)

(1.77)

(2.98)

(2.68)

+ .6O7PQUARt
(3.67)

R2 = .922

Adjusted R2 = .887

Durban-Watson Statistic = 1.858
Standard Error of the Regression = .137
where

F3QUARt

= quarterly average deflated FDC quotation
at time t for delivery three months hence

HARV1(2) = dummy

(0,1)

variables for periods one

(two) quarters prior to harvest

PQUAR+i = average wheat price on quarter ahead of
period t
PQUARt

= average quarterly wheat price in period t

The three month ahead cash price (PQUARt+i) is
naturally unknown at the time an FDC quote is made for
delivery in period t+1.

However, there was discovered to

be a strong correlation between quotes for delivery in
period t+l and actual prices occurring at the future date

(correlation coefficient = 0.82).

Due to the nature at

the sequential decision model, in which cash prices are
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already estimated for each period's event nodes, it was

felt that including this price (PQUARt+i)

as an

independent variable would exploit the relationship
between the two prices.

Including the dummy variables resulted from the

appearance in early regression models of a strong
seasonal trend in the residuals.

Specifically, these

preliminary models underestimated the FDC quotes
consistently in the periods three and six months prior to

harvest. The significance of the coefficients on these
two dummy variables suggest that the FDC prices did tend

to be somewhat higher in these two periods, thus
justifying their inclusion.

The standard error of the regression was $O.137 per
bushel.

The cumulative distribution of the residuals was

used to incorporate this indeterininancy into the
stochastic model.

The procedure employed was similar to

that use for forecasting the equally probably cash prices
detailed above.

However, to reduce the size of the DEMP

model, only the first and the third quartiles of the

distributions of the residuals of the least squares
regression were used.

The quartiles corresponded to the

midpoints of the (truncated) lower and upper halves of

the observed distribution.

If we let f1, f2, and

represent the high, middle, and the low FDC contract
prices in each group of three event nodes, then
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fi =

+ .0996

f2 = f - .0765

where f is the regression estimate conditional on PQTJAR,

PQUARt+i, HARV1, and HARV2, and where cdf(.0996) = .750,
cdf(-.0765) = .250, and Pr(f1) = Pr(f2) = 1/2 within the
particular grouping.
Data - JJtility

'unctioii. Elicitation

One of the goals of the present study is to compare

the actual 1983 postharvest marketing strategies of a

small group of PNW wheat growers with the optimal
strategies resulting from solution of the nonlinear DEMP
model.

Meeting this goal required grower interviews to

obtain information on their 1983 marketing behavior.

In

addition, the survey instrument was designed to allow, by

use of the equally likely risk prospects with certainty

equivalent (ELCE) procedure, specification of the
coefficients of alternative formulations of the expected
utility function for each of the respondents.

It is traditional in agricultural applications of
risk analysis to use.a single attribute utility function.

The argument of the function is usually expressed in
monetary terms, and is composed of either increments of

wealth (i.e., income) (Hazell, 1971; Brink and McCarl,
1978] or as a combination of income and wealth [Anderson

et al., 1977;

rohnson and Boehlje, 1983].

The latter
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approach will be adopted here to avoid a problem
frequently encountered when utility is defined as a
function of income alone.

When solely defined as income,

utility functions may falsely exhibit risk preference

over ranges representing losses

[Anderson et al.].

Anderson, Dillon, and Hardaker recommend that elicitation
procedures be expressed in terms of total assets, so that

the values employed in the survey will be interpreted as

positive and negative increments to total assets.
Questions regarding farm value and debt load were thus
included to permit the expression of the utility function

over each respondentts net worth plus adjustments to net
worth.

Any income from crops other than wheat was

considered nonstochastic and constituted one of the
components of the initial wealth parameter in the model.

Information on historic wheat marketing strategies
was collected to determine if the grower practiced the

same strategy each year (e.g.,

sell all at harvest,

contract half the crop, etc.), as well as to determine if

there might exist fundamental differences in marketing
strategies between the current period and past years.

If

the entire crop were always sold at harvest, it will be

seen if this behavior can be explained by the risk
attitudes inherent in the estimated utility functions.
If a more flexible strategy is observed, sales during the
1983 postharvest period will be compared with predictions
of marketings based on the elicited utility functions.
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The technique employed in this study to determine the

coefficients of the growers' utility functions will be

the equally likely risky prospects with certainty
equivalent (ELCE) procedure (or the modified von Newmann-

Morgenstern procedure) as described in Anderson et al.

The theoretical basis for the ELCE method derives from

the continuity axiom of expected utility theory.
Modified slightly for the ELCE method, the continuity
axiom asserts that, given two equally likely outcomes x1

and x2 where, for convenience, x1 is preferred to x2
(denoted

x1Px2), there exists an outcome x3 such that the

utility derived from x3 is equal to the expected utility
of the uncertain outcome of x1 and x2:

tJ(x3) = EU[.5:x11x2]
= .513(x1), + .513(x2)
The elicitation procedure,

in its simplest form,

presents the subject with the values x1 and x2
iteratively searches for the value of x3 at which
indifference occurs between the lottery

[.5:x11x2]

and

*

its certainty equivalent x3.

Choice of the ELCE method was not undertaken without

cognizance of the criticisms that have been leveled
against the procedure.

One of the more frequently

encountered criticisms deals with the possible
confounding of the elicited expected utility of money
function with the respondent's personal attitudes toward
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gambling.

If the respondent is opposed to gambling,

either morally or from past experiences, he should place
a higher value on the certain outcome and be recalcitrant

in choosing to undertake any gamble [Robison and
Fleisher, 1984].

Thus, utility functions generated via

the ELCE method may be suspect as true measures of the
utility of money.

This criticism does not appear to be applicable to
the present marketing problem.

In its simplest form, the

marketing decision faced by the wheat seller may be

thought of in terms of the original von NeumannMorgenstern method wherein all three monetary values (x1,
x2,

and x3) might be known, and the grower ascribes

probabilities to the future occurrence of either x1 or
x2.

In a two period simplification of the marketing

model, the grower may elect to sell all, none, or part of

his wheat in the first period.

This decision may be

reflective of the expected utility deriving the uncertain
income in period two being less than, more than, or equal

to, respectively, the known level of utility resulting
from sales in period one.

The similarities between the actual decision facing
the grower and the ELCE method justify use of the method.

The function derived via the ELCE method may indeed by a

composite of the utility of money and attitudes towards
gambling but, since these components exist as well in the

actual decision making environment, it is unclear how
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working without a true measure of the utility of income

will adversely affect the analysis of the marketing
decisions.

In Krzyztofowicz's (1983) terminology, we are

not so much concerned with the purer value function v(y)

defined over income y, but rather with the mapping of
this function into utility space, where u(y) = w(v(y)).
We will be implicitly assuming that the value function is

either linear or that the estimated expected utility
function approximates the mapping function w(v(y)).

We

are confident in the use of the ELCE method, not for its

ability to reflect a pure value function of income, but

rather in its present use in approximating the actual
decision environment of the wheat grower with respect to
his marketing decisions.

Interviews were completed for six dryland wheat
growers in the southern portion of Morrow County, Oregon

in early October 1984.

A copy of the interview form is

included in Appendix I.

Responses received during the ELCE utility function

elicitation portion of the interviews resulted in the
monetary values of wealth plus income to be associated
with the arbitrarily scaled utility values reported in
Table 111.2.

No additional use was made of the survey forms
completed for growers' five and six.

Grower five's

responses resulted in problems of matrix singularity in

the least squares regression estimation for several of
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Table 111-2.

Grower Utility Elicitation Procedure
Responses.

Money Values (millions of dollars)

Utility
(utiles)

Grower
1

Grower

Grower
3

2

Grower
4

Grower
5

Grower
6

.8

2.677

.258

1.806

---

.829

2.704

.273

1.837

5.085

.826

.832

2.726

.291

1.887

37.50

5.22

.83

.836

2.736

.304

1.932

50.00

5.37

.834

.86

2.756

.32

1.984

62.50

5.49

.844

.874

2.766

.351

2.042

75.00

5.633

.852

.892

2.787

.363

2.089

87.50

5.783

.878

.912

2.8].

.378

1.119

.961

2.827

.443

.00

4.845

.765

12.50

4.965

25.00

100.00

5.97

2.278
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the functional forms employed.

Inconsistencies between

quantity of wheat harvested by grower six and details on

sales over the marketing period caused grower SiX'S
survey to be rejected.

Four fu.nctional forms of the expected utility
function

used as objective functions in the wheat

were

marketing model.

A linear function was used, wherein the

objective function was the maximization of income from
wheat sales.

This specification corresponds to a profit

maximization goal and was used to estimate the influence

of risk attitudes in subsequent solutions of the
marketing problem.

The second specification was the

maximization of a quadratic expected utility function.
Implicit in the quadratic model is an increasing aversion

to risk with increasing wealth and income levels.

The

third function estimated was the negative exponential
utility function, which characterizes the constant risk
aversion form.

One additional functional form was estimated.
Mentioned earlier in this thesis was the criticism of EV

models due to the technique's implicit behavioral
assumption of increasing wealth aversion.

Modification

of this assumption was found to influence the case study

solutions reported in Chapter

2.

Including a

logarithmic curve functional form, which exhibits
decreasing risk aversion, will allow a comparison of the
different risk models in an empirical setting.
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The general formulations of the four expected utility
functions used in the study are:
Linear
EU =

Pr(e)Y
3.

Quadratic

EU = Z Pr(e)(a + bY + CY)
Negative-Exponential

EU = Z Pr(e)(-exp( Y1))
3.

Power

EU = z Pr(e)(a + b 1n(Y))
1

where

Yi

= initial wealth plus income from
wheat sales under state i

Pr(e)

= the probability of state of nature
occurring

Ordinary least squares regression analysis was used

to estimate the coefficients of the quadratic and the

power utility functions for each grower.

The

coefficients of the negative-exponential function were
estimated iteratively by a procedure detailed in
and French (1978).
in Table 111.3.

Buccola

Results for each grower are reported
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Table 111-3.

Utility Function Estimation Results for
Growers 1-4 (t-values in parentheses).

Quadratic Utility Function
Coefficient Estimate
Grower
Number
1

2

3

a

b

4"

-l.453e-7

-8535377

2.4641

(-11.545)

(8.968)

(-5.699)

-1.909e7

39.7137

-.000019

(-4.212)

(4.134)

(-3.889)

-2.12e7

43.334

-.000021

(1.814)

(-1.55)

(-2.022)

-1336195

.9995

.8957

.9133

.0000007

3.129
(.108)

(-.333)

R2

C

.9887

(.131)

Negative-Exponential Utility Function
Coefficient Estimates
Grower
Number

Error Sum
of Squares

Delta

5.0421
1390.006
818.2818
107.4442

-3.24e-7
-l.36e-5
-6.30e-6
-2.92e-7

1
2
3
4

Power Utility Function
Coefficient Estimate
Grower
Number

a

-1877.9369

:1.

(-80 .717)

-994 .6492
(-2.987)

2

3

4

484.186

R2
.999

(82.878)

235.3586

.624

(3.152)

-1153 .5546
(-8.723)

558.223

-6281.4299

1909.628

(-27 .751)
"

b

.8955

(8.781)

.9885

(27.800)

Grower four's quadratic utility wasquasi-concave,

though not concave.
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Results
xpectec3. Revenue 4axinlizina 4arketinq strategies

Optimal sales patterns resulting from the linear
formulation of the wheat marketing program were sensitive

to price signals received over the marketing year.

As

the year progressed uncertainties of price behavior were

sequentially resolved.

Wheat was sold or held at each

decision node depending upon prices at that node and the

expected price arising in subsequent periods. When the
expected value of the future prices was greater, no wheat

was sold and the entire stock was transferred to the
following time period for consideration.

The timing of

sales was different among the alternative states of
nature due to the different price signals received.
Both the cash price and the FDC contract price quoted

at harvest were invariant over all possible outcomes of
the random price events.

Three months following harvest

(i.e., period B) the decision maker encounters his first

set of information concerning what was, at harvest, an
uncertain future.

Both period B's cash price and FDC

quotes for delivery in period C will be known at each of

the decision nodes in the model.
possible in period B:

Three cash prices are

a 'constant" price resulting from

the time series forecast for that period and an increased
(decreased) price representing the upper (lower) third of
the predicted distribution of prices.

In addition to the
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cash prices, FDC contract prices for delivery in period C
are known.

Optimal strategies for period B under an expected
revenue maximization objective function are presented in

Table 111-4.

The optimal strategy depends upon the

informational content of the FDC contract prices.

In

those instances where the FDC quote indicates a lower

price on the cash market in period C, the optimal
strategy was to dispose of all of the wheat in period B.

The FDC prices thus perform a forecasting function in
the model of the next period's prices.

This forecasting

function was intentional and resulted from the manner in

which the FDC prices are calculated.

Rearranging the

least squares' regression equation presented in the data

section, it is seen that cash prices in period C are a

function of the FDC prices quoted in period B for
delivery in period C.
PQUARC = (1/.432) (FDCBC + 0.259 - .6O7PQUARB) + E

This use of FDC prices as indicators of future cash
prices would seem to be a useful feature in a sequential

marketing problem, as well as being consistent with the

perceived role of a (quasi-) futures market (Just and
Rausser, 1981]

All of the wheat is sold in period B for one-third of

the 108 possible outcomes in the model.

Due to the

structure of the model, where all probabilistic terms

Table 111-4.

Period B
prices:

Increase

Expected Return Maximizing Strategies Under Alternative
Price Signals - Period B.

FDC prices indicate
period C prices:

Contract

Increase

33.3

66.7

Constant

33.3

66.7

Increase

33.3

66.7

Constant

33.3

50.0

16.7

Increase

33.3

50.0

16.7

Constant

33.3

50.0

16.7

Decrease

Decrease

Cash

Cash

Decrease

Constant

Marketing patterns (percentage of crop sold)
Period 0
Period C
Period B

Decrease

Cash

Contract

100

100

100
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begin in period B, no wheat was sold in period A for all
growers having sufficient on-farm storage capacity.

This

structure seems responsible for no sales appearing in
period A, for bushels sold in the first period forego the

opportunity of receiving the high prices along several
branches of the event tree.

What are the optimal strategies for the remaining 72
states of nature in which the entire uncommitted crop is
transferred to period C?

The sales patterns in period C

for the alternative price situations are reported in

Table 111-5.

Each marketing pattern in the table

corresponds to four branches of the event tree.

Thus,

there were four states of nature in which prices in
periods B and C increased and FDC quotes in period C
predicted an increasing cash price in period D.
Sales patterns in period C are similar to those found
in period B.

Regardless of the cash price behavior in

periods B and C, if FDC prices for delivery in period D

indicate a falling cash price in period D all of the
available wheat is sold in the cash market in period C.

When the FDC price indicates a fairly constant or an
increasing cash price in period D, sales patterns differ

depending upon the particular state of nature.

Table

111-5 reports these optimal strategies.

With the exception of grower one, whose on-farm
storage capacity was limited,

the expected revenue

maximization model resulted in all of the wheat being
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Table 111-5.

Expected Return Maximizing Strategies
Under Alternative Price Signals - Period
C.
Marketing patterns

Period B prices:

Period C prices:

Increase

FDC prices indicate
period V prices:

Constant

Cash

Contract

Tncrease

100.0

Constant

100.0

Decrease

Increase

(eretge of crop sohi)

100.0

Increase

100.0

Constant

100.0

Decrease

Cash

100.0

Increase

Decrease

Constant
Decrease

Increase

Increase

100.0

Constant

100.0

Decrease

Constant

Constant

100.0

Increase

50.0

Constant

100.0

Decrease

50.0

100.0

Increase

Decrease

Constant
Decrease

Increase

Increase

50.0

Constant

100.0

Decrease

Decrease

Constant

50.0

Constant

100.0

Increase

Decrease

100.0

Increase

Decrease

Constant
Decrease

50.0

100.0

50.0
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sold at once under each state of nature.

Although the

timing and manner of that sale differed depending upon

the particular branch of the event tree, there was no
diversification within the branch.

reflect the following:

Modeled decisions

at each decision node, from

period A onward, the certain returns from selling at the

node are compared with the expected returns from
succeeding periods.

If the expected returns exceed the

certain returns at the node, all of the wheat is moved
forward.

If, however, the certain returns are greater,

the entire crop is sold at that time.

This pattern of

sales would indicate a risk neutral behavior consistent
with the linear programming portfolio problem discussed
in Chapter 1.

We turn now to the model's behavior when the risk
aversion of the decision makers are considered.
Utility pependent

areting strategies

Alternative functional forms of the expected utility
function exerted, with but one exception, no influence on

the optimal marketing solution resulting from the DEMP

model for the four growers included in the analysis.

Solutions were identical for each grower under the

linear, quadratic, negative-exponential, and the
power specifications of the objective function.

The one

exception to this general result was found under the
quadratic

utility

function

for grower

number two
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where

variance of the expected income was reduced by

selling approximately 25 percent of the wheat available

for postharvest sale in the cash market in the first
(harvest) period.

In the remainder of the cases, when

on-farm storage was available for the entire crop (as it

and four), marketing

was for growers two, three,

strategies were identical to those reported in Tables
111-4 and 111-5.

It had been hoped that a distinction in sales
patterns would have appeared among the various utility
functions.

Identical marketing strategies would seem to

result from several factors.

First, relatively small

values of the Pratt risk aversion coefficient were
observed among the respondents.

Using initial wealth

plus expected income as an approximation of the wealth
term in the risk aversion function, the values in Table

111.6 were observed for each of the growers under each
utility function.

Though not equal to the expected value

of this coefficient evaluated under each state of nature,
the values reported in Table 111.6 at least represent the
magnitude of the risk aversion coefficient.

The magnitude of the risk aversion functional value

can be put in perspective when it is recalled that, for

the quadratic utility function, the expected utility
value can be expressed
EU = E(Y) - bE(Y2)
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Table 111-6.

Approximate Values of Risk Aversion
Function Evaluated at Expected Wealth.

Utility
Function
Linear

Grower

Grower
2

1

Grower
3

Grower
4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Quadratic

2.946e-7

5.588e-6

4.701e-6

_2.226e_7a

NegativeExponential

3.244e-7

l.362e-5

6.299e-6

2.921e-7

Power

l.964e-7

l.187e-6

l.224e-6

4.495e-7

Grower four was risk preferring under the quadratic
formulation of the utility function.
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Noting that E(Y2) = V(Y) + (E(Y))2, the above equation
can be reformulated

V(Y) = EU/b - E(Y)/b - (E(Y))2

If EU is held constant and if V(Y) is set equal to zero,

the resulting value of E(Y) equals the certainty
equivalent of the strategy solved via the expected
utility maximization problem [Anderson, Dillon, and

Hardaker, 1977].

Further use can be made of the

relationship between the certainty equivalent (CE) and
the expected monetary value (EMV) of the risky prospects

to determine the risk premium (RP) associated with the
optimal solution,
RP = EMV - CE.

Subtracting initial wealth from both EMV and CE, since

wealth does not effect the calculation, the following

values result from the solution obtained from the
quadratic utility function for grower two:
= $195099.35 - $194704.31 = $395.04

The risk premium is thus seen to be very small
(approximately 0.20 percent) of the expected monetary
value of income under the alternative states of nature.

Calculation of the risk premium for the other growers
results in comparable values relative to the expected
monetary outcomes of the risky prospects.

These small
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risk premium values can be interpreted as follows:

the

growers would be willing to pay a very small amount
(i.e.,

the risk premium)

to avoid the riskiness

associated with the optimal marketing strategy.

This

means that, for the small values of the risk aversion
function evaluated for the four growers, there is very

little utility gain associated with the risk-neutral
profit maximization solution.

Thus, for all growers but

grower two, the quadratic solution is identical to the

linear utility solution.

The solution' for grower two,

who appeared to be somewhat more risk averse than the
others (Table 111.6), did shift to a slightly less risky

marketing strategy under

the quadratic utility

formulation.

A second explanation for identical solutions
resulting from the different utility functions for each

producer relates to Tsiang's (1972) observation that,

when risk is small relative to total wealth, moments
higher than the second are unimportant to the model's

solution.

Tsiang determined that if the standard

deviation of a risky prospect were less than about ten

percent of the decision maker's total wealth, moments
greater than the second would have little influence on

the expected utility value.

In all but one of the

situations considered in this study (namely, grower two

with quadratic utility), even the second moment had no
influence on the optimal solution.
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The standard deviation of the optimal

solutions was

small relative to total wealth for each of the producers.

The risk (standard deviation) to wealth ratio was under
two percent for grower two and ranged to less than onehalf of one percent for grower three.
Recalling the higher order terms of the Taylor series

expansion of a utility function presented in Chapter 1,

moments higher than the first have the following
influence upon the approximated expected utility value:

(_l)1

Uk(W)

Marketing strategies of greater variance (m2) will thus

result in lower expected utility values than will
strategies of equal expected returns but smaller variance

(ignoring) third order and higher terms).

For the risk

to wealth ratios and the risk attitudes found for the
producers in this study, the contribution to expected

utility of income increases is greater than the
countervailing influence of increased variance.

Thus,

moments of the income distribution greater than the first
(generally) were unimportant.

Comparison. j ctua1 and $de1d t4arketing I'atterns

Although average sales in each period evaluated for
all states of nature suggest patterns somewhat dissimilar

to observed marketing behavior, sales evaluated under
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those states approximating actual price movements over
the marketing year more closely reflect the early season

Average quarterly

sales observed among the producers.

prices declined for the two periods following harvest
Optimal marketing strategies under

(periods B and C).

the states of nature corresponding to declining prices
are presented in Table 111.7, as well as the actual sales

patterns employed by the four growers,

Income from actual marketing patterns, also reported
in Table 111.7, is

derived from the discounted quarterly

average prices observed over the postharvest period.

Being calculated from quarterly average prices, the
reported income will not be the actual revenues received

by these growers, who will have sold when prices at the

time of sale may have been higher of lower than the
quarterly averages.

However, calculating revenues in

this manner allows comparison with the expected income
resulting from the optimization of the DEMP model.

Since actual prices did fall in periods B and C,
expected income from the model was lower than actual
income for growers two and four.

These growers sold

approximately one-quarter of their uncommitted wheat

stocks during the harvest period,

thus gaining the

benefit of the relatively higher prices occurring at
harvest, as well as avoiding the riskiness associated
with delayed sales.

Table 111-7.

Actual and Modeled 1983-84 Marketing Patterns for Four Eastern Oregon Wheat Producers (Percentage
of Stocks Sold)

Grower

1

Actual

2: Actual
A
B

3: Actual
A
B

4: Actual

Cash

0

50.0
33.3
100.0

0

0

0

0

0

33.3
100.0

0
0

27.0
33.3
100.0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

A

0

0

B

0

0

1/
2/

Contract

35.7
10.1
30.2

25.0

27.0

Cash

Contract
0
0

0
0
0

Period D
Income

52.2
69.8
69.8

0
0

Period C

Period B

Period A

States of nature (36 of 108)

0
0

0
0

0

Cash
11.0
8.4
0

0

27.8
0

0

27.8
0

0

27.8
0

Contract

Cash

8.4

1.1
3.3

0

0

0

0

27.8

25.0
11.1

0

0

0

100.0
11.1

27.8
0

23.0
27.8
0

0

23.0
11.1
0

in which prices fell in period B.

States of nature (12 of 108) in which prices fell in both periods B and C.

$

Standard
Deviation
$

718387
728924
720793

9466

182964
177531
174546

8132

37613
39076
37538

1790

188731
184106
176862

8433

0

0

0

0
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Grower one's actual income was somewhat lower than
that predicted by the model under declining prices.

This

situation resulted entirely from the added storage costs
incurred by holding stocks in excess of the available onfarm storage.

Approximately 32,000 bushels were held in

commercial storage.

If these commercially stored stocks

were assumed to be sold in the same proportion as the

postharvest sales, approximately $0.0742 would be
subtracted from the net income resulting from their sale.

Grower three appears to have practiced the most
selling al].

of his

Two comments apply.

First,

speculative marketing pattern,
available crop in period D.

actual income was very similar to that predicted by the
DEMP model under declining postharvest prices.

Less than

$100 separated actual income from income expected when
prices in both periods B and C declined. Actual income
was also well within one standard deviation of expected

income where prices declined in period B.

The second

comment applies to the apparently risk loving nature of
grower three's sales pattern.

Approximately 80 percent

of grower three's wheat was marketed either as seed (50

percent) or placed on a purchase agreement with the
federal government.

Therefore, due to the absence of

debt servicing requirements and cash flow problems,
grower three's marketing strategy appears to have been
quite rational.
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In general, the wheat marketing model did not perform

wellas a predicter of producer behavior.

Actual

behavior involved more diverse, multiple sales over the

Optimal strategies under the

postharvest period.

programming model produced, with few exceptions, single

sales under each state of nature.

In those cases in

which risk aversion values were increased, the model's
response was to shift increasing proportions of sales to
the harvest period.

Sales patterns following the harvest

period remained unchanged in relative terms.
The Wheat

arketing problem Under

rormulation

.

In order to determine the sensitivity of the wheat
marketing model under risk attitudes more diverse than

those found among the four growers in the study, an
expected value-variance frontier was calculated for
grower number two by reformulating the problem.

The

following EV model was specified for this purpose (based
on the formulation developed by Cocks, 1968):

mm

Y' S Y = PR(1-PR) z
S

- (PR) (PR)

Z

E

st

st
subject to

Period A
+ NA + FAB

H

FAB - ESAB - FSAB

0
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Period B
for i=1,2,3

NA + QBijk + NBijk + FBCjjk
Bijk -

ESjjk -

!Bijk

j=l,2,3
k=l,2

FBCjjk - ESACjjk - FSAcjjk
Period C

Cijklm + Ncijklm + FCDijklm

Bijk

all i,j,k,

Cijk1m - ESACjjklm - FSAcjjklm

1=1,2,3

FCDijklm - ESijk1ml - FSjjjkml j

m=].,2

0

Period D
=

+ DDjjk1

Dijklm -

for all i,j,k,l,m

0

ESjjjkm

FSpjjk1m2 1 0

On-Farm Storage Constraint

+ FSpjj

+ PSAclik + FSAcijklm

+ FSpjjk1

+ FSijk1m2 I

Income Accounting Rows
+

AA

+

FFAB -

eBESAB +

BijkBijk

+ FBjjkFBCjjk - eABESABk - eACESAC1k
+

CijklmCijklm + FcijklmFCDijklm

- eACESACijk1m - eESjjklm1
=

+ Dijk1mDijklm -

0

for all i,j,k,l,m
Z (PR) (Y5)
S

R

where PR=PR(95) = 1/108 for each of the 108 states of

nature and R is parameterized for several different
levels of expected income.

The value of R was varied to
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provide a series of efficient points between the profit

maximizing solution, where the risk aversion value is

zero, and the most risk avoiding strategy, where the

entire crop is sold at harvest for a certain price.
Figure 111.5 depicts the almost horizontal EV frontier
generated.

The solution under profit maximization (located at

point L) is seen to result in a large increase in the

variance of income evaluated over all 108 states of

nature over the risk avoiding solution (standard
deviation increases by $15,686), yet the increase in
expected income is small ($1,039.75, or an average of

$O.022 per bushel).

The marketing strategy shifts

considerably, as comparisons between the sales patterns

in Tables 111-4 and 111-5 and between all sales at
harvest will attest.

However, the change in expected

income is small.

How is this phenomenon to be explained?

It is

normally observed in EV analysis that solutions under
alternative risk formulations vary considerably in both
expected income and variance (Lin, Dean, and Moore, 1974;
McArthur and Dillon, 1971].

However, efficient frontiers

similar to that in Figure 111-5 are not.uncommon.
Gebremeskel and Shumway (1979) developed an efficient

frontier for calf marketing strategies in which very
large increases in mean absolute deviation of net returns

were associated with quite small increases in expected
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200
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Expected195
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Returns
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15

(l000s)

Standard Deviation of Net Returns

Figure 111-5.

Expected Return - Standard Deviation Results
for Grower Number Two.
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returns.

The appearance of such unfavorable trade-offs

between increasing net returns and variance leads one to

ponder, as do Gebremeske]. and Shumway, what sort of
personal utility function would lead a decision maker to

adopt the high risk strategy for such a small gain in
expected returns.

Some caution should be taken before concluding that

the best solution for any producer with slightly more
risk aversion than was evident among the growers surveyed
would be to sell everything in period A.

Even though the

loss in expected income from such a strategy is small
when evaluated over all states of nature, the loss when

compared to, for example, the very best branch of the
event tree would equal about 72 cents per bushel net of
opportunity costs.

It is conceivable that a reasonable

strategy might be, as was predicted in the profit
maximization case, to wait until period B, observe period

B'S price and the FDC prices as an indicator of future
trends, and then evaluate one's marketing strategy.

This

is indeed the strength of the sequential model, as it
permits decisions to be made throughout the postharvest
period as price information becomes available.
Comparison

Modeled

o1utions with,

JUternative, Marketing strategies

Three additional points are plotted in Figure 111-2.
Two of these points lie below the EV efficient frontier,
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indicating feasible yet suboptimal strategies relative to

the EV formulation.

Points A and B represent fixed

Point A was

marketing strategies for grower two.

obtained by constraining the problem such that seven

equal sales occurred coinciding with each of the
marketing options.

Point B corresponds to four equal

cash sales in each of the four periods.

Under the

probability distribution of prices assumed in the model,
neither of these solutions should be adopted.

It is easy

to see that one cash sale at harvest yields a higher net

return than those associated with the strategies
represented by either point A or B.
The third point, point C, corresponds to the "perfect

information" marketing strategy.

This solution

represents the revenue that could be achieved if, in time

period A, the decision marker had perfect information

regarding which of the 108 states of nature would be
observed.

Thus,sales would occur at the highest price

occurring on each branch of the event tree.

This

solution is obviously infeasible since, for some of the
states of nature, the highest price occurs in period A so

that all of the wheat would be sold at harvest.

The

highest price on other branches might occur in either
period B, C, or D, so that the optimal sale would be in

these latter periods.

This marketing pattern is

obviously infeasible for the discrete programming
problem, since the solution results from the simultaneous
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solution of the expected utility problem over all 108
states of nature.

One additional observation applies to the current
study.

During the personal interviews, each grower was

asked for an estimate of their uncommitted wheat stocks,

which constituted the maximum amount of wheat available

for sale in the programming model.

However, a large

portion of the 1983 harvest for several of the growers
was put under the federal loan program.

The amount of

the loan ($3.65 per bushel), plus the deficiency payments
($0.65 per bushel) [USDA, 1984] turned out to be greater

than any of the observed cash prices over the 1983-1984
The loan price plus deficiency payment

marketing period.

was also greater than any of the expected prices for

approximately two-thirds of the states of nature
considered in the DEMP model.

The probable solution of

the DEMP model if the loan program option had been

included would have seen all of the available wheat put

under loan.

However, as was explained in the

introduction to the chapter, including the loan program
would have required a large whole-farm model.

This was

beyond the scope of the present study and the loan
program was thus excluded as an option.
Comment

4INOS

The MINOS algorithm performed satisfactorily in
solving the nonlinear expected utility maximization
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problems.

The separable formulation of the model, in

which income under each state of nature was calculated
via accounting rows in the

constraint

set, required 1320

columns, besides slacks, and 814 rows.

The separable

problem was relatively dense (38.9 percent).

Approximately 3-400 iterations were used in solving

the problem from a cold start, requiring from 20 to 40
CPUs of computer time.

Starts from updated bases were

much quicker, generally requiring less than 25 iterations

and from five to ten CPUS.

The maximum amount of core

available on the CDC Cyber 170/720 computer was specified
in the problem specification file at 75,000 words.
Summary and Conclusions

Uncertainty surrounds decision making regarding the

optimal postharvest marketing strategy of soft white

wheat.

The research reported in this chapter

investigated several of the main features of the
marketing problem.

The producer was assumed to have two

options at harvest for disposition of the portion of his

crop uncommitted by prior contract sales or government
programs.

The producer may either sell some or all of

his uncommitted crop at

harvest for a certain prices or

he may forego this revenue in anticipation of higher
prices occurring over the marketing year.

The grower's

decision will depend upon his beliefs regarding future

prices,

his attitudes towards assuming the risk
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associated with future price expectations,

and any

financial or cash flow constraints.

Wheat price data was collected for the eleven years

preceeding the 1983 harvest.

The price series was

analyzed to determine any underlying stochastic processes

via an autoregressive-moving average time series model.
Historical trends in the residuals of the ARMA model were

exploited to represent the riskiness inherent in the
forecasted prices over the 1983-1984 marketing year.
Information on forward delivery cash contract prices was
also collected.

The relationship between the FDC prices

and the cash market prices was utilized to:

(1) allow

consideration of forward delivery contracts as an option
in the marketing problem; and (2) to provide art implicit
indicator of future price trends.

Six Columbia Basin dryland wheat growers were
interviewed in this study.

Different marketing patterns

were observed for each producer.

Marketing patterns

varied from one producer (whose situation was not further

analyzed) who had placed all of his crop under the
federal loan program in each of the last three years
through growers selling all of their crop on the cash

market in a number of different sales throughout the
marketing year.

Responses received during the interviews to utility

elicitation questions were used to determine the
coefficients of several alternative specifications of the
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utility function for each grower.

The functional forms

were chosen based on either their agreement with
traditional risk programming models (i.e., EV analysis)

or for alternative implicit risk assumptions more
intuitively appealing (e.g., decreasing absolute risk
aversion).

The wheat marketing problem was structured as a
sequential programming model.

This structure closely

resembles the decision environment facing each producer.

Prices at harvest are known with certainty.

prices are

uncertain,

Future

but may reflect a grower's

subjective probability distribution.

Major determinants

of the producer's marketing decision include his
expectations of future price levels.
is resolved in a sequential manner.

Price uncertainty
As time progresses,

an increasing amount of price information becomes
available to the producer for decision making.

The sequential programming model incorporates this

increasing availability of

information

over time.

The

results of the marketing problem illustrated alternative

decision rules depending upon price signals received at

each successive decision node.

Referring to the

Magnasarian (1964) article cited earlier, decision models

utilizing this "wait and see" characteristic dominate
models where all actions undertaken over time are made at

once without reference to the sequential availability of
future information.
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No difference was found in the optimal solutions of

the DEMP model under the alternative expected utility
formulations.

In all but one instance, the solutions

attained for each grower were identical to the profit
maximization problem.

Several explanations would seem to

apply to these results.

As stated earlier, the risk

aversion values for the growers were small, thus
indicating relative risk neutrality for the respondents.

A greater degree of risk aversion would have resulted in

solutions with smaller variances of returns similar to
those observed for grower two under quadratic utility.

The similarity of the results obtained under the
different specifications of the utility function do not
invalidate the potential usefulness of directly solving
expected utility xnaxmization problems.

It was seen in

Chapter 2 that, in an experimental setting, the solutions

of the DEMP model are sensitive to alternative
formulations of the objective function influence. The
potential importance of alternative probability density
functions of the uncertain parameters in the problem was

also observed in Chapter 2.

Non-normally distributed

stochastic parameters have been found in many
agricultural settings for both objectively measured
variables such as price and yields [Day, 1965; Buccola,

1984] as well as for subjective expectations regarding
future values of these variables [Bessler, 1980].

The

ability of the DEMP model to explicitly incorporate
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various distributions of the stochastic parameters should

increase the attractiveness of directly solving expected
utility maximization problems.
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Endnotes

The value of n used here is presented as a constant
for each period B, C, or D.

If the number of actual

states in one of these periods is actual i<n, this is

easily handled by allowing Pr(B11) = Pr(B12) =
= Pr(B) = 0.

21

Field interviews conducted with growers included in
the survey for this study found that none of the six

respondents have partaken of the hedging option for
the last several years.

Not including this option in

the model is thus valid in representing the choice
set actually used by the growers.

V

Uncertainty in the decision problems parameters has

been shown, however, not to be sufficient for the
inclusion of the decision maker's utility function
[Gray and Furtan, 1983; Antle, 1983], since riskiness

of outcomes may influence outcomes under profit
maximization.

The notation adopted here explicitly includes all of

the moving average backward operator terms for each
ARMA model reported.

This convention was adopted to

differentiate the models that differed in only one or
two terms.
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Residuals for the periods prior to August 1974 were
deleted in estimating the cdf.

This deletion was due

to the large values of the residuals over the early

periods resulting from the unusual price behavior
observed over the 1972-1974 period.
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1983 Postharvest Wheat Inventory & Disposition

The following questions will quantify the amount of

uncommitted wheat the grower bad available for sale
during the 1983 postharvest period.

Specific information

is also collected regarding the timing and nature of
sales made between harvest, 1983 and harvest, 1984.

The

final questions in this section will develop a
qualitative description of past marketing behavior and of

factors influential to the grower's decision making
process.
1.

Quantity of previous years' wheat on hand at
harvest,l983:

(bushels)

1983 Wheat harvest.
Leased Land

Owned Land
Total
Acres Yield Volume

Total Your
Acres Yield Volume Share

ASCS Base
Acreage
Ha rves ted

Did you participate in the P1K program in 1983?
yes

no

If yes,

Volume of wheat entitlement

(Bu)

Source of wheat entitlement:

Stocks under loan program

(Bu)

New entitlement

(Bu)

Comments:
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2c.

Were you in the 1983 wheat program?

yes

Volume of wheat under the program
3.

no
(Eu)

1983/4 Wheat Sales (Harvest, 1983 - Harvest, 1984)

(include contracts entered prior to harvest for
delivery after harvest, 1983)
Sale 1
Date
Bu
Net Receipts
Comments

Sale 2
Date

Sale 3
Date
Bu
Net Receipts
Comments

Sale 4
Date
Bu
Net Receipts
Comments

Sale 5
Date

Net Receipts
Comments

Sale 6
Date
Bu
Net Receipts
Comments

Sale 7
Date

Sale 8
Date

Bu.

Bu:

Net Receipts

Net Receipts

Comnients

Comments

Sale 9
Date

Sale 10
Date

Bu

Bu

Net Receipts
Comments

Net Receipts
Comments:

Sale 11
Date

Sale 12
Date

Bu.

Bu

Net Receipts
Comments

Bu

Net Receipts
Comments

Net Receipts
Comments

152

Sale 13

Sale 14

Date

Date

Bu

Bu

Coinnients

Conunents

Net ReceIpts'
Sale 15

Date
Bu
Net Receipts'
Comments'

Sale 17

Net Receipts
Sale 16

Date
Bw

Net Receipts
Comments'

Sale 18

Date

Date

Bu

Bu

Comments

Conuiients

Net Receipts'

Net Receipts

Remaining wheat stocks at harvest, 1984 (1982
carryover plus 1983 harvest minus 1983/4 sales):
(Bu)

Amount of on-farm storage available:

(Bu)

Estimate of operating costs per bushel of on-farm
storage (including treatment costs, drying, etc.):

Discussion: General comments on:
a. Timing of sales in years prior to 1983-4.

(Cash sales, FDC contracts, futures trading

wheat program)
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Important factors influencing marketing
decisions (ask specifically about taxes, debt
servicing, cash flow needs).

Internal formulation of

future price

expectations:

Sources of information (newspapers, Extension

Service publications, Other government
publications, Private reporting services,
Futures prices)

How far ahead to do you feel comfortable with
your estimates?

154

The wealth of an individual has been found to
influence his decision making in risky situations.

The

next three questions are designed to collect general
information about your net worth position. The first two
questions will be used to estimate your net worth, while

the third question will be used to estimate the
contribution made to total farm income from crops other
than wheat.
Although you are, of course, under no

obligation to answer these questions, the information
that they provide is essential in the model being used to
describe marketing decisions.

What is the approximate gross market value of your

if you were to sell the farm, what
would be your return net of taxes and brokerage
farm (i.e.,

fees?) (plus cash, etc., if possible)
Land

Farm and irrigation equipment
Improvements

Animals

What is the approximate value of any outstanding
real estate debt on your farm plus the average
amount of carryover of your operating loans?

On average over the last several years, what has
been the percentage of farm income resulting from
crops other than wheat?
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Utility Function Elicitation Form:

Equally Likely Risky Prospects With
Certainty Equivalent Procedure

Pairs of potential future wheat prices are presented

below, each with an equal probability of 0.50 of
The given breakeven price is to be subtracted
from these uncertain outcomes to yield a net return per
bushel figure. Total net receipts (increments to initial
wealth) are then calculated by multiplying net returns
per bushel by the quantity of uncommitted wheat stocks
available to each producer at harvest. The key variables
occurring.

for the survey are the initial prices per bushel.
Successive questioning of the producer should continue
until indifference occurs between to 50/50 lottery and a
sure payment, all expressed in the quoted prices per
bushel.

Approximate per bushel
breakeven prices

$

Approximate quantity of uncommitted
postharvest wheat stocks

50/50

Lottery

Total Net
Receipts

(Bu)

Successive Iterations of
Sure Payment
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

$10.00
c*

$ 2,50

Q2

156
(C *)
*
K

b)

$ 2.50

Check Question 1.

f*
b)

(d*)
Q51

g*

Q6

Check Question 2.

=C*?
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Check Question 3.
=c*?
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Qi

(a, b) = c
$

$

$

b

Q2

Q3

(c, b) = e*

(a, c) =

$__ $__ $__

e

$_____ $_____

$__

h
C

g

d

f
Q5

(d, c) =

$$---$-

a

Q6

(c, e) = h*

Q7

(e, b) = 1*

$$$--.-- $$---$-

